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Introduction
Sheaf models and toposes have by now become an important means for
studying intuitionistic systems. They provide a unifying generalization of earlier
semantic notions, such as Kripke models, topological (Beth) models, and realizability interpretations. Moreover, higher order languages with arbitrary functionand power-types can be interpreted naturally in these models.
In this paper we investigate sheaf models for intuitionistic theories of choice
sequences. We will be mainly concerned here with sheaf models for the theories
LS and CS in the language of elementary analysis with variables for numbers and
sequences. Both systems are theories for (parts of) intuitionistic Baire space. The
part of CS not involving lawlike function variables coincides with the system FIM
of [12], which was intended as a codification of intuitionistic mathematical
practice.
* The results of this paper were first presented
the University
of Sussex, November
1981.
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The axioms of CS and LS are based on an analysis of how certain

kinds of

choice sequences are presented: thus, the conceptional viewpoint behind these
systems is the ‘analytic’ one (as opposed to the ‘holistic’ viewpoint).
From the holistic viewpoint, the universe of choice sequences is grasped as a
whole, and quantification over this domain is intuitively clear. From the analytic
viewpoint, one sees choice sequences as individual objects, each given by a
possibly non-predetermined
construction
process. Subdomains of choice sequences can be distinguished, according to the sort of information about a
sequence that may become available at the various stages of its construction
process. (For a discussion of holistic vs. analytic see [19].)
Extreme examples of subdomains of intuitionistic Baire space are the lawlike
and the lawless sequences. Lawlike sequences are given by a set of rules which tell
us how to construct a value for each given argument, These rules are the
‘available data’ on the sequence, they do not change during the construction
process. The construction process of a lawless sequence, on the other hand, is
comparable to the casting of an infinite-sided die, with the stipulation that an
initial segment of the sequence may be deliberately
fixed in advance. The
available data on a lawless sequence consist at each stage of its construction of an
initial segment of the sequence only.
LS is the formal theory of lawless sequences. The advantage of lawless sequences is that the relative simplicity of the available data makes it possible to
justify rigorously (though informally) the validity of the traditional intuitionistic
continuity axioms for this subdomain. The drawback of lawless sequences lies in
the fact that the subdomain is not closed under any non-trivial continuous operation.
LS is therefore not suited as a formal basis for intuitionistic analysis. The formal
system CS is adequate for this purpose, it combines strong continuity axioms with
closure under continuous operations. In general, on the analytic approach “one
starts with (a conceptual analysis of) the idea of an individual choice sequence of a
certain type (say T) and attempts to derive from the way such a choice sequence is
supposed to be given to us (i.e. from the type of data available at any given
moment of its generation) the principles which should hold for the choice
sequences of type 7” ([20, p. 51).
The CS-axioms arise from the presupposition
that there exists a notion of
individual choice sequence for which the available data consist of lawlike continuous operations. The problem is to justify this presupposition, that is, to find a
subdomain of intuitionistic Baire space for which the available data of its
individual elements are the continuous operations (or any other subdomain of
Baire space of which the CS-axioms can be seen to hold, cf. [lo], [7]).
A common and important feature of LS and CS is, that their axioms give a full
explanation of quantification over a subdomain of choice sequences in terms of
quantification over lawlike objects. This is formally reflected in the elimination
theorems for both systems.
Lawless

sequences

(of zero’s and one’s) first appear

(as absolutely

free se-
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quences) in [13]. In [14] lawless sequences
sketch of the elimination

theorem.

sequences
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of natural numbers are treated, with a

An extensive treatment

of LS can be found in

W-31.
The elimination translation provides a model for LS: it is a syntactic interpretation of LS in its lawlike part, which is a subsystem of classical analysis. [17] gives
an ‘internal’ model for IS: it is shown that there exists a universe of sequences
%,, constructed from a single lawless (Y, of which we can prove in LS that it is a
model of LS. In [l] an LS-model is presented based on forcing techniques and
Beth models. In the appendix to [l] it is shown that the ‘internal model’
construction of [17] is in fact equivalent to a Beth model construction.
CS was introduced and discussed extensively in [15]. A concise treatment can
also be found in [lS]. The elimination translation for CS (in [15]) gives a syntactic
interpretation of this theory. [7] and [lo] give models for relativized variants of
CS. More specifically, universes a,, constructed from a single lawless (Y, are
presented for which one can prove in LS that they are models for variants of CS.
Such projection

models correspond

to Beth models in the ordinary sense. The

motivation behind the ‘reductionist program’ of constructing such internal models
for complex notions of choice sequence inside LS is discussed in [lo].
The emphasis in this paper lies with the system CS. In fact, our original aims
were
(a) to see whether it was possible to obtain monoid models for the system CS
(and possibly also LS),
(b) to deny or confirm the first impression that there might be a connection
between monoid forcing and the elimination translation, and
(c) to try and simplify the construction of models for variants of CS as
presented

in [7].

We briefly outline the contents of the paper: in Section 1 we give the basic
concepts relevant for the interpretation of intuitionistic theories in sheaves over a
site (M, $), M a monoid, and 9 a Grothendieck topology on M. In particular, we
define ‘Grothendieck

topology $ on a monoid M’, ‘sheaf over (M, 8;)‘, and we

give the inductive clauses of Beth-Kripke-Joyal
forcing over (M, 8). The material
in this section is standard, and proofs are not given in detail. Readers familiar
with such interpretations can skip Section 1. It is intended for those less at home
in toposes. We assume all readers to be familiar with interpretations in sheaves
over complete Heyting algebras (or over topological spaces). Such models occur in
Sections 4 and 5. A good introduction to such models is [4].
One of the main results of this paper is that sheaves over monoids give us a new
and very simple model for the theory CS. This will be proved in Section 2, where
we also show how to obtain similar models for variants of CS (Section 2.3).
There are essentially two ways to explain the naturalness and simplicity of these
models. On the one hand it can be shown that forcing over the monoid of Section
2.2 coincides (at lower types) with the elimination translation of [15] (cf. 3.2),
while the elimination translation is in fact the canonical interpretation prescribed
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by the axioms (cf. 3.1). On the other hand, the closure properties of the universe
of choice sequences described by the CS-axioms (whatever that universe may be),
can be captured in a geometric theory. The generic model in the classifying topos
(in the sense of [16]) for this theory again coincides with the monoid model of
Section 2.2. This correspondence
monoid models, elimination

will be worked out in [9]. (The relation between

translations

and classifying toposes described here for

CS, also holds for the relativizations of CS discussed in 2.3.)
It should be remarked here that the techniques exploited in Section 2 can also
be applied to theories which are analogous to CS or one of its relativized versions,
but with Baire space replaced by the space of Dedekind reals. One then obtains
models in which the Dedekind reals appear as the sheaf of continuous functions
If4-+ R. As in Section 2.2, a model satisfying the axiom of real-analytic data may
then be constructed; and as in Section 2.3, one can construct a model in which
there is a dense subset D of [w satisfying real open data
Vd E D(Ad

-+ 3dl, d2 (d, < d < d, AVe
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How to read this paper.

We repeat that readers who are familiar with forcing over
1. As will be apparent from this introduction,
we have made

sites can skip Section
some efforts to explain

the connections

with the existing

choice sequences.
This will be done in the expository
who are mainly interested
in seeing classical models
choice

sequences

are advised

to read Sections

intuitionistic

literature

on

Sections 3 and 5.3. Readers
for intuitionistic
theories of

2, 4, 5.1 and 5.2 only.

1. Monoid models
In this section we present some basic definitions
for the particular
case of sheaves over a monoid.
proofs are omitted or only briefly outlined.

and facts of sheaf semantics,
The material is standard,
and

1.1. Sheaves over monoids
A monoid

M is a category

with

just

one

object,

or equivalently,

a triple

M = (A4,0, l), where M is a set with an associative binary operation
0 which has a
two-sided
unit 1. If X is a set, an action of a monoid M on X is an operation

j:MxX-,X
such that for any x E X and
(i)
(ii)

f,g E M,

X11=X,
(x 1 f) 1 g =x

I (f 0 g).

Such pairs (X, 1) are called M-sets; the element x 1 f of X is called the restriction
of x to (or along) f. A morphism of M-sets (X, 1) + (Y, 1) is a function (Y: X + Y
which preserves
the action;
i.e., (Y(X 1 f) = (Y(X)1f for any x EX, f l M. A
sub-M-set
of (X, 1) is a subset YcX
which is closed under 1; equivalently,
a
subset

Y EX

with

action

Iv such

that

the inclusion

Y + X is a morphism

of

M-sets.
We give some examples of M-sets that will be used later. The set N of natural
numbers
can be made into an M-set by giving it the trivial action: y1 1 f = n for
n EN, f EM. All elements
of N are ‘constant’ for this action. Another
M-set,
which usually has hardly any constant elements, is the set of sieves (or cribles, or
right-ideals) on M: a sieve on M is a subset S c M such that if f ES and g E M
then also f 0 g t S. The set of sieves is made into an M-set by setting
S

lf=kEMIf

o gES1.

Finally, note that M itself may be regarded as an M-set, with action f 1 g = f Q g.
A (Grothendieck-)
topology on M is a family 9 of sieves on M with the
following properties:
(i) ME%
(ii) if SE$ and fgM, then S lf~$,
(iii) if R c M, and there exists an S E .7 such that Vf E S (R 1 f

E 9) then R E 8.
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The elements of 9 are called (g-)covers, or ($-)covering sieves. (When S is a
subset of M (but not necessarily a sieve), we will often say that S is a cover while
we actually mean that the sieve {s 0 f ( s E S, f E M} generated by S is a cover.) It
can be shown from (ii) and (iii) that if S and S’ are covering sieves, so is S n S’.
An M-set (X, 1) is called (g-)separated
if for each S E 8, Vf E S (x 1 f = y 1 f)
implies x = y, for all x, y E X. We now define sheaves: a collection (xf ( fE S) of an
M-set (X, 1) indexed by a sieve S E$ is called compatible if for each g E kf,
x, 1 g = x+,. Now an M-set (X, 1) is a (9-)sheaf if for each compatible collection
(xf ( fE S) there exists a unique x (called the join of (+ ( fg S)) with x 1 f = x, for
each fE S. By the uniqueness of joins, sheaves are separated.
Conversely, with a separated M-set (X, 1) we can associate a sheaf L(X, 1) (the
sheujification
of (X, 1) as follows: the elements of L(X, 1) are equivalenceclasses of compatible families (xf ( fE S) indexed by a cover S, where we identify
two such families (xf 1f E S) and (y, \g E T) if there exists a cover R c S fl T such
that x, = yf for each f E R. The action of M on L(X, 1) is defined by

@flfN

1 g=(x,41 IhES

1 d.

1 is well-defined on equivalence-classes, and L(X, I) is a sheaf. L is functorial, in
the sense that a morphism (X, 1) + (Y, 1) can be uniquely extended to a morphism Lo : L(X, 1) ---, L(Y, 1). (In fact, all this can be done also for M-sets which are
not necessarily separated. For details, see [16].)
For a monoid M with a topology 9 on it, the collection of sheaves and
morphisms between them form a category Sh(M, 9). This categroy is a topos,
which means that it is possible to interpret higher-order intuitionistic logic in this
category. Before we turn to this interpretation, let us indicate how to construct
products, exponents, and powersets in Sh(M, 9).
The product of two M-sets X = (X, 1) and Y = (Y, 1) is simply the Cartesian
product XX Y with pointwise action, (x, y) 1 f = (x 1 f, y 1 f). It is easy to see that
XXY is a sheaf if X and Y are.
The exponent (function-space) Yx (or sometimes (X -+ Y)) is defined to be the
set of morphisms
a:MxX+Y
(where M is regarded as an M-set), with action by (cx 1 f) (g, x) = a(fo g, x).
This makes the evaluation -(-) : Yx XX +=Y, a(x):= (~(1, x) into a morphism of
M-sets. One can check that Yx is a sheaf whenever Y is. There is a natural l-l
correspondence between morphisms Z + Yx and morphisms Z x X + Y induced
by the evaluation.
The M-set of truthvalues (‘the subobjectclassifier’)
a is the M-set of $-closed
sieves on M: A sieve R on M is 9-closed if for any fE A4,3S E 3 Vs E S (f 0 s E R)
implies fe R. d2 is a sub-M-set of the M-set of sieves on M, and LI is a sheaf.
There is a natural l-l correspondence between morphisms X % a and subsheaves (sub-M-sets which are sheaves) U GX: given (Y, the corresponding U is
defined by x E U -t, 1 E a(x). Conversely, given U G X, a! is defined by a(x) =
cf~ M ( x 1 fE U}. Powerobjects 9(X) are now constructed as exponents ax.

Sheaf models for choice sequences
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1.2. Forcing
A language for higher-order logic consists of two parts, the set of sorts and the
set of constants. The set of sorts can be built up inductively: the basic sort is the
sort N of natural numbers; and if si, . . . , s,, and t are sorts, then so are
x s,) (the sort of n-place relations taking arguments of sorts sl, . . . , s,,
9&x.*.
respectively), and t(SIX”.XS-)(the sort of n-place functions taking arguments of sorts
t). The other part is a set of constants {ci 1i E I),
Sl,. . . > s, to a value of sort
together with an assignment of a sort #(c) to each constant c. We also take the
language to contain infinitely many variables of each sort.
A (standard-)interpretation ~4 of such a language in a topos of sheaves on a
monoid Sh(M, 9) assigns to each sort s a sheaf 9 (s), according to the following
rules:
(i) $(N) is the sheafification of the constant M-set N (we will usually write N
for this sheaf).
and
(ii) 9(S(s,
X * . . x s,,)) = 9(9(s,) x . * * x $(s,)),
(s,x.-Cq,)) = $(t)J(s,)x...xJ(sJ_
$(r
Further, .%.assigns an element .9(c) of .%(#c) to each constant c, which is a fixed
point of the action on 9(#c) (this is the same as a morphism from the one-point
M-set II to 9(#c)).
By the correspondences given at the end of 1.1, one may also
think of the interpretation
as assigning a subsheaf of .%(sJ x - * * x $(s,,)
to a
constant of sort 9(s, X. * * x s,,), and a morphism 9(q) x * . * x .%(s,,) + 9(t)
to a
constant of sort t(SIX”~X”~).
The empty product is II, so the interpretation 9(9( )) is
the M-set of truthvalues 0.
Terms of the language are built up as usual. Terms of sort .?P( ) are called
formulas. If 7(x1, . . . , x,,) is a term of sort t with free variables among xi of sort si
(i= 1,. . . , n), its interpretation (relative to xi, . _. , x,,) will be a morphism .%(sJ x
* * * x .%(s,) + .%(t),
for which we write [T&,...~ (or, just [7D). It is defined inductively. First consider terms built up from variables and non-logical constants: we
let I[z&,...~ be the projection $(sJ x * . * x $(S”) + $(si);
and if 1~1 and [TV] have
been defined for i = 1, . . . , n, and (+ and TV,. . . , T,, are of the appropriate sorts,
then we let Uu(~i, . . . , T,,)O = lb] ((iTI], . . . , UT,])). For formulas we also have the
possibility of making new formulas by use of logical constants. If A(x,, . . _ x,,) is
a formula with q free, and 9(#xJ = Yi, [An will be a morphism Y, x . . . x Y, +
a. Alternatively,
UAIi is interpreted as a subsheaf of Y, x. . . xY,,
and the
corespondence is given by
Y=(Yi,*..,

Y,kUAJifflEUAIIh,...,
Y,).

We will write #A(y,, . . . , y,) for 1 EI[AD(y,, . . . , y,). The
then
be
completed
as follows:
can
interpretation
dY,>

. .

3 Y,)

iff

~w~l(Y1,.

ualnh,...,
y,)=ua2nh,

definition of the
lk a1(y,,
. . . 7 Y”) =

. . . . Y,),

. . , Y,),

. . . , Tk(Y1,.

. . , Y,))

iff

(Yl,

. . . , Y&I[~h

II-A r\B(y)

iff

ItA

and IkB(y),

IFA vB(y)

iff

there exists an S E 9 such that for each
fES either II-A(y If) or Il-B(y If),

. . . , dn,
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IklA(y)

iff

for each f~ kf, # A(y 1 f),

II-A-B(y)

iff

for each f~&f

Ii-VxA(x) (y)

iff

for each a E ,Ip(#x) and each

IkB(Y

iff

also

If),

f EM+A(a,
II-3x A(n) (y)

such that II-A(y If),

Y If),

there exists an S EB; such that for each
f E S we can find an a, E $(#x) with
11A&> Y ? f).

Finally, we list some properties
the reader.

of the interpretation;

the easy proofs are left to

1.2.1. Lemma (i) II-A(y,, . . . , y,) implies It A(y, 1 f, . . . , y, 1 f), for each fe A4.
(ii) ~fSsE,andforeachfES,I~A(yl?f,...,yn1f),thenalsoI~A(y,,...,y,)
(iii) For closed A, either IkA or II-1A.
ltA(y,, . . . , y,,) is defined as (yr, . . . , y,) E [AD G Y, X. * * X Y,, so (i) says that [Al
is a sub-M-set, (ii) says that it is in fact a subsheaf, while (iii) says that the
one-point M-set II has only two subsheaves.
If X is a sheaf, a subset Y of X is said to generate X if every element of X is
locally the restriction of an element of Y; that is, for each x E X we can find a
cover S E 8, such that
VfES3gEM3yEYx

lf=y

lg.

Note that if the generating set Y is closed under restrictions, we may as a
consequence
of the preceding lemma restrict ourselves to Y when verifying
whether a formula of the form Vx : XA or 3x : XA is forced. More precisely,
I!-Vx :XA(x)

(p)

iff

for all y E Y and all f~ M, It A(x)(y, p 1 f),

I!-3x : XA(x)

(p)

iff

there is a cover S E 8, such that for each fE S
we can find a yf E Y with lkA(x)(y,,

1.2.2.
(9

Lemma.

p

1f).

For any standard-interpretation,

kVx:s3!y:tA(x,y)++3!f:t”Vx:sA(x,f(x)),
U-3! y : P(x) Vx : s (A(x) f, y(x)).

(ii) Adding constants 0 and S with their obvious interpretations, we obtain a
model of higher-order Heyting’s Arithmetic (HAH) with full induction:
It-VX : 9W (X(0) A Vn : N(X(n)
2. Modelling

---fX(Sn)) ---, X = IV).

CS and its relativizations

In this section we will describe monoid models for the system CS (Section 2.2),
and for the relativizations of CS which are considered in [‘I] (Section 2.3). We
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shall reason classically
refinements
notation
2.1.

about the models. Later

using an intuitionistic

metatheory.
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on (in Section
But

3) we consider

first, we introduce

some

and state the CS-axioms.

The theory CS

CS was introduced and extensively discussed in [15]. The motivation behind its
introduction was to give an adequate formal system for the foundation of
intuitionistic analysis from the analytic viewpoint. The domain of choice sequences described by CS will be called B,. We will write BL for the domain of
lawlike sequences. Before stating the axioms, we introduce some notation.
We use k, n, m, . . . as variables for natural numbers, E, q, &. . . as variables for
elements of I%-, u, 21,w, . . . as variables for finite sequences of natural numbers,
and a, b, c, . . . as variables for lawlike mappings from N to N, or from NcN to N.
x, Y, 2, . . . are variables ranging over the whole of Baire space B, c is used for the
natural ordering between finite sequences, * denotes concatenation. If x E I3 and
u E NcN, then “x E U” stands for “x has initial segment u”, and we often write u
for the basic open {x ) x E u} of Baire space. If x E I3 and n EN, then f(n) denotes
the initial segment (x(O), . . . , x(n - 1)) of x of length n.
Besides B, and BL there is a third set playing an important role in the theory
CS, namely the set K of lawlike inductive neighbourhood-functions
(mappings
from NcN to N). An element a of K has the following properties:
VxEB3nEN

a(T(n>>>O,

Vu, v E NcN (~5v&a(u)>O-+a(u)=a(u)).
Such a function a codes a continuous
~(x)(n) = m

iff

a : NN + NN by

3k a((n) * x(k)) = m + 1.

We put
K={g

(aEK}.

Thus Krcts(NN,

NN), the set of continuous functions from Baire space to Baire
space. In fact, classically, g is the set of all continuous functions; intuitionistically,
‘continuous’

is in this context usually defined as ‘being an element of K’.

The system CS consists of the following axioms and schemata.
1. (closure and pairing)

Vf EK VE3rlq = f(E),
V’E,rlqf, g EK 35 (E = fG-)Arl

=

s(5)).

2. (analytic data)
VE

(A(~)+3f~K@rl

3. (continuity

(E =f(v))AVrlA(f($)))).

for lawlike objects)

For p ranging over N, Br, or K:

V/E3p A(&, p) -+ 3a E K Vu (au # 0 + 3p VE E uA(c, p)).
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4. (VE 3~ continuity)
Ve 3q A(&, g) -+ 3f~ K VE A(&, f(&)).
And finally a schema of lawlike countable

choice

5. (AC-NF)
Vnga~B=A(n,

a)+3

lawlike NABB,VnA(n,Fn).

In the schemata, there are no free variables except possibly lawlike ones.
Observe that
(a) combination of CS3 and AC-NF yields a principle of continuous
analogous to CS4;
(b) if i : N x N + N is bijective,

and h is the induced homeomorphism

choice
from

NN xNN to NN, h(x, y)(n) = j(x(n), y(n)), then n1 0 h-l, -rr20h-’ E IC, and for all
f,gE&ho(f,g)EK;henceB,xB,=B,viah,byCSl.
2.2.

The model for CS

Consider

the monoid cts(B, B) of endomorphisms

of Baire

space,

equipped

with the open cover topology 9: for a sieve S we set S E 9 iff there is an open
cover { Ui : i E I} of B together with homeomorphisms B + Ui such that each of
the composites 4 : B 3 Vi 4 B is in S.
In connection with Section 3, we note the following. Let K be the set of external
neighbourhoodfunctions,
i.e. the set of functions f : NcN + FVwhich satisfy Vx E B

3neN

f(Z(n))>O

and Vu,v(u~vr\f(u)>O-,f(v)=f(u)).

Then

each

cover

S E 9 has a ‘characteristic function’ in K, i.e. with each S E 2 there is an fs E K
such that for all u EN<~, there is a homeomorphism
B-3 {x E B 1x E u} in S
whenever fs(u) # 0. Conversely, with each f E K we may associate a cover S, E 9,
namely
S, = Ig

I3~ (f b> # 0 Aimk>E ~11.

Our model will be the standard interpretation in Sh(cts(B, B), 9). We start by
identifying the sheaf of natural numbers N and internal Baire space NN in this
model.
2.2.1.

Lemma. (a) N is isomorphic to the sheaf cts(B, N) of continuous
functions
B + N, with the monoid action given by composition, a j f = a 0 f.
(b) NN is isomorphic to cts(B, B), the monoid itself, with composition as the
monoid action, f 1 g = f 0 g.

Proof. (a) According to the definition of the standard interpretation given in
Section 1.2, elements of N are equivalence classes of collections (9 ( f E S), n, E N,
S E 9, which are compatible (i.e., n, = nfog for all f E S and g E cts(B, B)). If S is a
cover, S contains continuous functions 4 : B 1 Ui + B for some open cover { Ui}
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(nf 1f E S) we may associate

of B, and with a compatible
4x)

iff

= 44,

XE
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sequences
a : B + N by

a function

Ui.

Then a is well-defined
(by compatibility),
and continuous.
Conversely,
each
continuous
function a : B + N determines
an open cover {a-‘(n) 1n EN} of B, and
S, = cf 1imCf> c some a-‘(n)} E dp, together with a compatible
colwhere
n,
=
m
iff
imv)
E
a-‘(m).
These
two
constructions
are
lection (q 1f E S,),
each others inverses (up to equivalence)
and they both preserve
the monoidaction.
(b) The exponent
NN is the set of morphisms
~:cts(B, B) x cts(B, fV) +
cts(B, lV) with monoid-action
given by (T 1 f)(g, a) = r (f 0 g, a) (see 1.1).
hence

a cover

With such a r we associate
fJx)(n)

the continuous

function

f, : B + B defined

by

= 7(1,4(x),

where 5 : B --+N is the constant
function
with value
cts(B, B) we associate the morphism
TVdefined by

n. Conversely,

with

fE

rf(g, a)(x) = f (g(x))(u(x)).
As in part
preserve

(a), these

two

the monoid-action.

constructions

are

inverse

to each

other,

and

they

Cl

2.2.2. Remark. If f ENN, a EIV,then functional
application
in the model is given
by f(u) = Ax. f (x>(u(x)>. Thus I!-f (a) = b iff for all x E B, f(x) (u(x)) = b(x).
N <N, the sheaf of internal finite sequences of natural numbers, can be identified
as cts(B, NiN), in a way analogous to 2.2.1(a). If f E NN and a EN, then T(a), the
initial segment of f with length a, is Ax. f(x) (u(x)) E cts(B, fWCN),and if u E NcN,
then

Il-f

EZJ(i.e. f

has initial

segment

Next we turn to the interpretation
of the application

u) iff for all x, f(x) E u(x).
of lawlike

of the monoid-action

objects.

to an element

Cl

Intuitively

one may think

of a sheaf

as a step in a

construction
process. For example, one may regard an element f E NN as ‘a choice
sequence at some stage of its construction’.
The information
we have at that stage
is, that the sequence lies in im(f). After restricting f to g, we have the information
that the sequence
lies in imCf 0 g).
Lawlike elements are elements whose

construction

is completed.

Therefore

we

Put
2.2.3. Definition.
Let X be any sheaf. XL is the smallest subsheaf of X which
contains the set {x E X 1x is invariant under the monoid-action}, i.e. x E X, ifl there
is a cover S such that
VfESVgEcts(B,B)xjf=xjfOg.
We call the elements

of X,

the lawlike elements of X.
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Observe that (N),_ = N, (NCN)r = NCN; natural numbers and finite sequences of
natural numbers are all lawlike. An element f of NN zcts(B, B) is invariant under
restrictions

iff f is a constant

function.

Thus BL is interpreted

as the sheaf of

locally constant functions from B to B.
If x is an element of a sheaf X, and f : B + B is constant, then x 1 f is lawlike.
In other words, each element has a lawlike restriction,
Il-Vx E X
An immediate
Property :
m

11

so

(x is lawlike).

consequence

of this observation

is the following

Specialization

I~-~~EXA(X)+~XEX~A(X)

for formulae

A containing

only lawlike

parameters

besides

x (cf. 1.2.1).

For

X = NN, this property was formulated in [15].
We now consider internal neighbourhoodfunctions.
The exponent MNCN) is the
set of morphisms f : cts(B, B) X cts(B, NC”) + cts(B, N) with restrictions defined as
(f 1 g)(h, b) = f(g 0 h, b). We put
K, is the sheaf (f.NCN’“(

Il-VgENN3aENf(g(a))>0

AVU,VEN<~

(u =z2)Af(U) > 0 + f(v) =

f(u))),

and we interpret K as the sheaf (&Jr_ of lawlike elements of K,. Below we will
show that the model satisfies Bar Induction, of which induction over K (and over
K,) is a well-known corollary.
Observe that an element of K which is invariant under restrictions
morphism cts(B, NC”) + cts(B, RJ).
One easily proves the following.

If ~EK

(the external

is in fact a

set of neighbourhood-

functions) then f’: cts(B, IY~<~)+ cts(B, N) defined by f(b)(x) = f(b(x)) is an element of K, and conversely, if fe K is invariant under restrictions, then f = &j for
some g E K. Hence K is the sheaf of morphisms cts(B, B) X cts(B, RJ”) * cts(B, N)
which are locally of the form f for some f ElK.
Let us look at internal functions on Baire space. The exponent NN + NN is the
set of morphisms F: cts(B, B) X cts(B, B) + cts(B, B), with restrictions defined by
(F 1 f)(g, h) = F(f 0 g, h).
An
preserves
the
monoid-action:
FE NN -+ NN
and’write
F(foh,goh)=F(j-,g)oh.
Let h:B + B XB be a homeomorphism,
a! = F(rlh, r2h). Then F(f, g) = a 0 h-l 0 (f, g) for any f, g E cts(B, B), since f =
n1 0 h 0 h-l 0 (f, g> and g = n 0 h 0 h-’ 0 (f, g). So F is completely determined
by F(n,, h, n&).
which is invariant under restrictions is in fact a morphism
An FEN~-+N~
from cts(B, B) to cts(B, B). Such an F is of the form F(f) = a 0 f, where CY= F(1).
So lawlike elements of NN -+ NN are locally of the form f I+ (Y 0 f for some
cr E cts(B, B).
Each CYE cts(B, B) has (externally) a neighbourhoodfunction
f, E K, i.e. a func-
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tion such that
Vx (a(x)(n)

= m e

3kf,((n)

* n(k)) = m + 1).

With f, E K we may associate an internal neighbourhood function fa E K as above.
One easily verifies that for F, : g H CK0 g in (NN -+ NN)L,
lk”fa is a neighbourhoodfunction

for F,“.

Hence for all FE (NN -+ NN),,
II-“F is continuous”.
We will prove below that II-VF: NN + NN (F is continuous).
K is the sheaf of all lawlike mappings from NN to NN which have a neighbourhoodfunction in K. It will be clear from the foregoing that & = (N” + NN),.
The last step in the definition of the CS-model is the interpretation of the
universe of choice sequences Bo. We interpret Bc as N”, internal Baire space.
Under this interpretation,
the axiom of closure (the first part of CSl) is
obviously true. The verification of the axiom of pairing (the other half of CSl) is
straightforward. We state this explicitly in the following lemma.
2.2.4. Lemma. The standard interpretation in Sh(cts(B, B), $), with the interpretation of B,, Bc, and K as described above, gives a model of CSl, i.e.
I~VfEKVeEBc(f(e)EBc),
I~Ve,~~BBc3f,gEK35EBc(e=f(5)A77=g(5)).
The following observation

0

will help to simplify the proofs in the sequel.

2.2.5. Lemma. Let X be a sheaf, and let A(p,, . . . , p,,, x) be a formula (possibly
containing parameters pl, . . . , p,,). Then if It% E X A(p,, . . . , pn, x), there exists a
q E X such that It-A(p,, . . . , pn, q).
Proof.

If lkBx~XA(x),
f(u)#o

where

ii : B =i{y

then there is an fEW such that for all UEN’~,

+ ax,~Xlt(A
) y E u} 4B,

1 W-u),
and A 1 fi stands for the formula

A

with all

parameters restricted to ii. Let {~i}~ be the set of minimal finite sequences such
that f (ui)# 0, and let S be the cover {g E cts(B, B) I3i (im(g) c u+)}. For each g E S
there is a (unique) i and a (unique) h E cts(B, B), such that g = i& 0 h. Let
x, = r, 1 h. Then the collection (xg 1g E S) is compatible, so there is a unique
qEX with VgES:xg=q
1 g. For this q we have ll-(A 1 g)(q 1 g) for each gcS;
hence also Il-A(q) (cf. 1.2.1).
0
Each of the next three Theorems 2.2.6,7,9
consists of two parts, one stating
the validity of a lawlike schema in the model, the other the validity of a related
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axiom. We will briefly consider the connection

between these two parts below, cf.

Remark 2.2.13. From now on, in this section“lY
always refers to forcing in the
interpretation in Sh(cts(B, B), 9) described above.
2.2.6.

Theorem. (i) The schema

sort; besides x, A contains

lawlike

of lawlike countable choice AC-N
parameters

holds (X any

only):

I~V~EN~XEXA(~,X)--,~FE(X~)~V~A(~,F~).
(ii) The axiom of countable choice AC-N*
IIVPE~(NXX)

(Vn 3xP(n,

holds (X any sort):

x)+~FEX~

VnP(n,

Fn)).

Proof. (i) Suppose II-Vn EN 3x EX A(n, x). By 2.2.5 and the specialization
property, for each n EN we can find an x,, E X, with ItA(n, x,,), and by SP we may
even assume that x,, is invariant under restrictions.
X be the unique morphism determined by
F(l,

ti) = x,,,

Let F : cts(B, B) x cts(B, N) +=

for each n EM

Then F is lawlike, i.e. II-FE (X”),,
and It Vn A(n, Fn).
(ii) Choose P : cts(B, B) X cts(B, f%J)X X ---, a with IkVn 3xP(n, x). For each n
we may find (by Lemma 2.2.5) an x,, E X such that It-P(n, x,,), i.e. P(l, ii, G) = T.
be the morphism determined by
As in (i), let F: cts(B, B) x cts(B, N) --,X
F(l, ii) = x,,. Then IF Vn P(n, Fn), for if n EN and f E cts(B, B), then

W, fii,(F 1f>(4) = Pcf, ii, x, 1f) = PO, fii,d 1f = T 1f = T. Cl
2.2.7. Theorem. (i) The schema of lawlike continuity for natural numbers C-N
holds: (A has all non-lawlike parameters shown)
Il-V&ENN3nENA(&,n)--,3FEKVuEN’N
(Fu>O+gnVtlsEuA(E,n)).
(ii) The axiom of continuity for natural numbers C-N*

holds:

It-VP~9(NNXN)(V~3nP(~,n)+3F~K0Vu~N’N
(Fu >O + 3n VE E u P(E, n))).
Proof. (i) Suppose II-V&E NN 3n EN A(&, n). Then in particular, choosing E the
identity mapping, we find a continuous a : B +F+J such that IkA(1, a). Externally,
a has a neighbourhoodfunction
g E K determined by
g(u)=m+l
Internalizing
properties.

iff

VxEua(x)=m.

this neighbourhood
More precisely,

function

gives us the FE K with the required

let

F: cts(B, IV-‘) --, cts(B, fY),

F(u) = g 0 CL

Choose any u EN<~ such that IkF(u) > 0. Then a is constant on {x E B \ x E u), say
with value n, and it follows easily from IkA(1, a) that 1tV.s E u A(l, n).

Sheaf

models for choice

sequences

P : cts(B, B) x cts(B, IY) x cts(B, B) 3 n

(ii) Choose

Fix any homeomorphism

such

constant,

that

h : B -+ B X B, and find a continuous

a, T2h) = T. Let (4 : B-G Vi C-, B}i be a disjoint

P(mlh,

77

It-V’E 3n P(n, E).

u : I3 -+ N such that

cover such that a 0 4 is

ni. We now have to find an F’: cts(B, B) x cts(B, F+l<IBI)
+

say with value

cts(B, IYJ)such that
(1)

IkFEKo,

(2)

IkVu (Fv#O*3n

Define,

V&E2,P(rl,

E)).

for f~ cts(B, B) and TVE Ncmr,
1,

F(f, V) =

{ 0,

if for some

i, f(x)(lth(v))

x u E h(Ui),

otherwise.

Note that Fcf, 13) is continuous,
and that F(fg, 5) = Fcf, 5) 0 g, so F determines
a
well-defined
morphism
cts(B, B) X cts(B, F+J<,) * cts(B, N).
We show that now (1) and (2) hold:
For (l), the only thing that is perhaps not immediately
clear is that Il-VE 3u
(E E ur\Fu#
0). To show this, choose f and g in cts(B, B). Then Vx EB 3
(K x), g(x)) E Mui), so
Vx 3i %A, ~f(x> 3~
and we may assume

sg(x>

u, x u, E h(Ui),

lth (4) = lth(v,).

Now choose

for every x a neighbourhood

w,

of x such that Vy E w, f(y) E u, ; then
Vx 3i Vy E w, f(y)(lth(v,))
Thus,

we have

X, g(wi(x))

E vi,

x u, E h( U;).

found a cover {Wj}j and finite sequences
t+ such
and f(Wi(x))(lth(nj))
X vi E h(Ui), in other words

that

for each

It- 3v E f+Y (g E u A (F 1 f)(u) # 0).
Hence (1) holds.
For (2), choose

2, and f such that IkFCf, 6) # 0, i.e.

VX 3i f(x)(lth(v))
NOW

fix

a cover

(~23

X u E h( Ui).
Wj +

such that VX E Wj f(x)(lth(u))
lk3n

B}j such that for each j there is one particular

X VE h(Ui).

VE E 73 1 Wj ((P 1 f) 1 Wj)(n,

TO this end, let n = ni, and choose

It suffices to show that for each

U,
y,

E).

g and k in cts(B, B) such that Ikk E u 1 wi 1 g,

i.e. VX E B k(x) E 0. Then Vx E B (f 0 wi 0 g(x),
k(X))E h(Ui),
continuous
I,!J:B -+ B such that {fwjg, k) = H 0 4 o +.
But then

so Ik(P 1 fwig> ($, k), which completes

the proof

of (2).

q

so we can find a
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Note that in the proofs of C-N and C-N* we did not use special properties
N, except that natural numbers are lawlike. Therefore,
2.2.8.

Corollary.

of

7’he model satisfies the schema of lawlike continuity for lawlike

objects, and the axiom of continuity for lawlike objects. In particular, the schema
CS3 holds in the model.
2.2.9. Theorem. (i) The scheme of lawlike continuity for sequences C-C holds in
the model (where A(&, q) is a formula with all non-lawlike parameters shown):
I~VEEN~~~~EN~A(E,~)--,~FEKV~EN~A(E,FE).
(ii) The axiom of continuity for sequences C-C*
I~-VPE~(N~XN~)

(Ve 3qP(e,

q)-,3F:NN

holds:
ANN

VE P(E, FE)).

Proof. (i) Suppose WE 3qA(.s, q). If we choose E = 1, we find by Lemma 2.2.5
an f Ects(B, B) such that IkA(1, f). H ence also 11A(h, f 0 h) for all h E cts(B, B)
(by Lemma 1.2.1, since all other parameters in A are lawlike). Thus letting F be
the morphism “compose with f” : cts(B, B) x cts(B, B) + cts(B, B), F(g, h) = f 0 h,
proves (i) (cf. the discussion of the internal set K at the beginning of this
subsection).
(ii) Choose a morphism P : cts(B, B) X cts(B, B) X cts(B, B) + fi2; suppose that
ItVe 3qP(c, q). In particular, we find that It- 3q (P j mIh)(Tzh, q), for a
homeomorphism
h : B + B x B. By 2.2.5, there exists an f E cts(B, B) such that
UP 1rlh)(d,f), i.e. P(rrIh, m2h, f) = T. Define a morphism
F: cts(B, B) x cts(B, B) + cts(B, B)
by
P(g,,

gz) = f o h-l o (gi, gz).

then for all g,, g, E cts(B, B),

P(g,, g,, (F I g,)(L gz))= P(~lhh-l(gl, gA r&h-‘(g,, gJ,fh-lkl, gd)
= (P(rlk f>v,h) I h-%g,, gz>
= T,
by choice of

f. So

It-V& P(E, FE).
Finally, F is continuous,
Theorem 2.2.15 below.

since all internal functions NN + NN are continuous, by
0

In the next theorem,
from the axiom.

we do not state the schema separately,

since it follows
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2.2.10.
Theorem (Full Bar Induction BI*).
ItVP~9(N’N)(v&3u~P(&~u)AVu(Vnu

*(n)EPt,uEP)+(

)EP).

In the proof of this theorem, we will externally use the principle of ‘double Bar
Induction’, which says that if U is a subset of N<” x N<” barring each pair of
sequences of natural numbers, and monotone and inductive in both arguments
(separately), then (( ), ( ))EU. This principle follows (constructively) from ordinary Bar Induction.

Proofof 2.2.10.
Choose P : cts(B, B) x cts(B, f+?) + a, such that

Now let

P = {(u, v) E FP x WN ( P(ii,

a> = T}

(here T is the top-element of 0, ii is the function x I+ u * x E cts(B, B), and V is
the constant function B + Wrm with value v).
Clearly, P is montone and inductive in each of its arguments. For each x E B, let
E, be the constant function B --+ B with value x. Then IEln E,(n) E P, hence for
some continuous a :B +N, Il-E,(a)E P, i.e. P(l, hyZ(ay)) = T. If y is any element
of B, choose an initial segment u of y such that a is constant on {z E B 1z E u}, say
with value n. Then P(fi, Z(n)) = T, i.e. (u, Z(n)) E P. This shows that P bars pairs of
sequences, so by double Bar Induction, (( ), ( ))EP, i.e. I!-( )E P. q

2.2.11.
Theorem (i) (Analytic Data). Let A(E) be a formula with all parameters
lawlike, except for E. Then
I~VEEN~(A(E)+~FEK(~~E=F(~)AV~A(F(~)))).
(ii) (Generalized

Analytic

Data).

Let Xl, . . . ,X,,

be arbitrary sorts, and let

A(xl, . . . >q,) be a formula with all parameters lawlike, except for the variables q of
sort Xi (i = 1,. . . , n). Then
It-vx, . * *Vx,,(A(x,,...,x,,)+
~FE ((X, x - - . x x”)N”M3rl

b,, * . . , xl

= Fv ~Vrl A(F(vr)N.

Proof. Since K = (N” -+ NN),, (i) is a special case of (ii). To prove (ii), we may
assume that n = 1, by taking the product X = X1 X. . . X X,, of sheaves. So suppose
Il-A(x), with x E X. Let F: cts(B, B) x cts(B, B) +X
be the morphism defined by
F(f, g) = x 1 g. Then F is lawlike, II-F(l) = x, and I1Vn A(Fq).
q
Reviewing the properties of the model that have now been proved, we see that
the CS-axioms are satisfied: CSl was proved in 2.2.4, CS2 is 2.2.11(i), CS3 is
2.2.8, CS4 is 2.2.9(i), and AC-NF is a special case of 2.2.6(i). Thus,
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2.2.l.2.
Corollary.
The standard interpretation in Sh(cts(B, B), 8) (with BL, Bc
and K interpreted as described in the beginning of this section) gives a model of the
theory CS.

2.2.13.
Remark.We promised above to say a word about the relation between
the lawlike schemata and the axioms. We have given separate proofs of the
starred axioms AC-N*,
C-N*, C-C* and BI” here in order to make our
discussion of the properties of the model self-contained.
Readers familiar with
[15] will be aware of the fact that variants of the schemata AC-N, C-N, C-C, and
BI with an additional parameter of type NN follow logically from the schemata
without a parameter via analytic data. We shall indicate briefly how the starred
axioms follow from the lawlike schemata via generalized analytic data. For
example,

consider the relation between C-N and C-N*:

to prove C-N*

II-VP E 9(NN X N) (V.T 3 n P(E, n)
~3fEK,VuEN<NCfU#O--,3nV&EUP(&,n))),
it suffices, by generalized

analytic data, to show that

II-V lawlike F: NN G- 9(NN X N) Vq (Vs 3nF(q)(E,

v)

~3fEKoVuENcNCfU#O~3nV&EUF(~)(E,n)));
in other words, it suffices to prove the schema
II-V&3n A(q, E, n)

for formulas A with no other non-lawlike

parameters

than rl and E. In a similar

way, AC-N*
(C-C*, BI”) is reduced to AC-N (C-C, BI) with an additional
parameter. The derivation of schemata with an additional parameter is treated in
[15], Section 5.7. The proofs there use analytic data in the form
I!- VT-I(Aq + Bq)
A consequence

*

of Theorem

Vf E K (Vs A(f(rl))
2.2.7(ii)

+

Vs B(f(q))).

Cl

is that the model satisfies strong continuity

principles for functions between metric spaces.
2.2.14. Theorem. Let (X, p) be an internal metric space, which is separable, i.e.
II-ad cXN ({cl,, 1n E N} is dense in X). Then
II-“all functions NN --;, X are continuous”.
Proof.

Given a morphism FE XN”, consider the predicates

Pk ={(n, E) 1P(~,,F(E))<~-~}ES)(NXN~),
and apply C-N*.

Cl
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“if X is a complete separable metric space, and Y is a separable
metric space, then all functions X+
Proof.

Y are continuous”.

In case X is Baire space, this is immediate from 2.2.14.

The general case

follows from the fact that AC-N* (logically) implies that every complete separable
metric space X is a quotient of Baire space (i.e., IF“there exists a g : NN + X such
0
that for all V c X, V is open in X iff g-‘(V) is open in NN”), see e.g. [20].
Thus, for example, all functions from Baire space to itself, and all real functions
are continuous in the model. It is perhaps illustrative to see what real numbers
look like in the model: note that by countable choice (2.2.6) all reals are Cauchy.
Since N appears as cts(B, N), the sheaf Q of internal

rationals

is the sheaf of

locally constant functions B + Q, for which we write loco(B, G?). Sequences of
rationals are morphisms (Y: cts(B, B) X cts(B, N) + loco(B, UZJ),and we can show
that such (Y are determined by their values a(1, ii), so QN = loco(B, UJ!)”=
loco(B X N, Q>. The sheaf of Cauchy sequences C G QN is the subsheaf given by
~EC
while elements

iff

I~Vk3nVn’>n(cyn-an’l<l/k,

of C are identified according to

It-(Y- p

iff

IFVk 3n Vn’> n Jan’- @‘I < l/k,

We write $3 for the sheaf of internal reals, which is the (internal) quotient C/-.

2.2.16.

Proposition. W is isomorphic to the sheaf of continuous

real valued

functions on Baire space.

Proof. If a. EC, then by AC-N,
(by 2.2.5)

It3fcNN Vk Vn’>fk la@)-an’(<llk,
there exists a continuous f : B --, N” such that

It-Vk Vn’>fk

hence

Ia(an’l<l/k,

or equivalently,
(1)

Vx E B Vk EN Vn’>f(x)(k)

lcz(x, f(x)(k))-cu(x,

n’)l< l/k.

But (1) expresses that for each x E B, {a(~, n)}, is an (external) Cauchy-sequence,
hence we have a function
x ++ lim a(~, n)
.”

F,:B-+R,

and it is straightforward to check that F, is continuous, and that (Y- p implies
that F, = Fp.
Conversely, for each continuous g : B --, R! we can construct an internal Cauchysequence Us E loco(B x N, Cl) such that
(2)

uF,

-a,

and

F,$=

$5
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as follows. Given g, fix for each n a cover Q”” = { Uz}:), of B consisting of disjoint
clopen subsets, with the property that
Vx, g E Vi ]g(x>- g(y)] < l/n,

and

%lntl refines Ou”.

For each n and k we choose a rational q(n, k) such that
VX E U;]g(x)-q(n,

k)(t2/n.

Now let
o,(x, n) = s(n, k(x)),
where k(x) is the unique k with x E UY;. Then f :B + Nmrdefined by f(x)(n)
is a modulus of convergence for Us, i.e.
VXEB

Vk Vn’>f(x>(k)

I~~(x,f(x)(k))-u~(x,

= 4n

n’)l<4/k,

so we have that it“o, is a Cauchy-sequence”.
Clearly, lim_, a,(~, n) = g(x), so
the latter half of (2) holds. It is also straightforward to check that aF, - (Y. To
conclude the proof of the fact that u and F are isomorphisms, it suffices to
observe that they preserve the monoid-actions
(the action on loco@ X N, Cl> is
given by (Y lf=a
0 cf x 1) ), which is obvious.
0
This concludes our discussion of the model. We will return to it from a different
point of view in Section 3.
2.3.

Reiativizations of CS

In [7], relativizations of CS are studied, which are obtained by the following
procedure: when M c K is a monoid of neighbourhoodfunctions,
(with a corresponding submonoid &f = (f ) f E M) of cts(B, B)), we can restrict the quantifiers
over (lawlike) elements of g in the CS-axioms to &f. This leads to the following
axioms:
CS(M)

1. a (closure of EL-) Vf e &I VE 3q (J-(E)= q),

CS(M)
CS(M)
CS(M)

b (pairing) VE, rlgf, g E M 35 (E = f (5) A rl = g(5)).
2. (analytic data) VE(A(E) +3f EM(%
E =f(v)~VCA(f(5)))).
3. =CS3
4. (Ve 3-q continuity) VE 3s A(&, n) -+ VE 3f E MA(E, f(E))

and lawlike AC-NF as before.
For countable sets M these relativizations come up naturally if one tries to
model CS in sheaves over Baire space (see Section 4 below).
CS(M)4 may seem rather unusual. Note first that it is non-trivial: elements of
M are lawlike, and if n is a non-lawlike element of Be, then there is no lawlike f
such that VE f(E) = q. Secondly, an f E &f has a lawlike neighbourhoodfunction,
SO
we can apply CS3 to Ve 3f E &~A(E, f(s)). This yields an open cover (4 ) i E I} of
NN by disjoint basic open sets, such that for all i there is an fi EM satisfying
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we can piece the fi’s together and find

an f~ K such tat VE A(&, f(c)). That is to say, CS(M)4+
consequence of this is that CS(K) coincides with CS.

CS3 +AC-NFtCS4.

A

Note that the converse implication of CS(M)4 follows from CS(M)la.
If Be is
closed under application of elements of &f only and M is a proper subset of K,
then the converse of CS4 may fail.
In the sequel, j is some fixed bijection N x N + N with inverses ji and
j2: N -+ N. This induces a homeomorphism h : NN + NN X NN, h(x)(m) = (jlx(m),
j2x(m)), with inverse h-’ such that hPl(x, y)(m) = j(x(m), y(m)).
We call &l pairing-closed iff rri 0 h, ~~0 hE&f, and for all f and gEM,
h-l 0 (f, g)E &I. If &Z is pairing-closed,
then one can prove in CS(M) that
&x&=&
via h.
We shall briefly indicate how models for CS(M) can be obtained by the
methods of Section 2.2.
Let Ml be a submonoid of cts(B, B), such that:
(1) For all finite sequences u, the function ii : X++U ( x is in Ml. (u ) x denotes
the sequence obtained from x by replacing the initial segment %(lth(u)) of x by u.)
Let dp be the collection of sieves S sfMl satisfying
(2) For all XEB there is a ii~S such that xEim(ii).
Then 2 is a Grothendieck

topology on Ml, and we interpret CS(M)

in sheaves

over (Ml, 9).
Before we do so, however, a word on the condition (1) and the definition (2)
seems in order. The open cover topology dp on cts(B, B) is characterized by the
fact that with each set S E 9 there is a collection { Ui}, of opens of B which cover
B, and such that for each i, S contains an embedding Bq Ui 4 B. To preserve
this characteristic
property, we must restrict our attention to monoids which
contain sufficiently many open embeddings. For reasons of simplicity we consider
only monoids which satisfy (l), and we define the topology (2) accordingly.
In the model over (M, $),

N, NN, BL, K and K appear just as before

(cf.

Section 2.2, pp. 72-75).
Let nbf(M) be the set of neighbourhoodfunctions
for
elements of M. Then nbf(M)E.K. A4 is interpreted as the set of locally constant
maps B + nfb(M), and &4 as the sheaf of morphisms cts(B, B)xcts(B,
B)+
cts(B, B) generated by the set of morphisms which are of the form Fcf, g) = h 0 g,
for some fixed h EM (cf. the discussion of the interpretation of K and K in
Section 2.2). Note that &Z has the same properties internally as M has externally;
in particular, &I is closed under pairing iff Ml is, and &l contains ji and j2 iff M
does. Finally, B, is interpreted as the smallest subsheaf of NN (= cts(B, B)) which
contains 1; in other words, Be is interpreted as the set of functions in cts(B, B)
which are locally in Ml.
As in Section 2.2 we consider the specialization principle, continuity of lawlike
functions Be + NN, countable choice, VE 3n-continuity
(C-N and C-N*), continuity of arbitrary functions B,+
NN, V/E3n-continuity
(CS(A4)4) and bar
induction (BI and BI”) in Sh(M, 9) under the interpretation described above.
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If Ml contains all constant functions B *

B, i.e. if B,_c Bc, then the specializa-

tion property holds in Sh@U, J?) by the same argument as in 2.2.
All lawlike mappings F : Bc + NN are locally of the form F(f) = (Y Qf, where
a! E cts(B, B) is F(1). So the elements of (B, + NN)L are continuous and have a
neighbourhoodfunction
functions

in K. Hence they can be extended naturally to continuous

NN -j NN in &.

Sh(h.& 2)

is a model for the axiom of countable

choice AC-N*

(proof as in

2.2.6). If M contains all constant functions B + B then the schema AC-N holds
in Sh(Ml, 8) (cf. 2.2.6). In any case, Sh(M, 8) is a model for the schema AC-N of
lawlike countable choice to lawlike objects:
It-Vu 3x E XL A(n, x) + 3 lawlike N3

XL Vn A(n, F(n)),

where X is an arbitrary sheaf.
The schema C-N is valid in Sh(f&Q,3) (cf. 2.2.7).
Be X Bo- Bc) then the corresponding
argument as in 2.2.7.

axiom C-N*

If Ml is pairing-closed then all functions
follows immediately from C-N*.
In Sh(L!, 9) the schema CS(M)4 holds:
ItVE 3q A(&, q) --, VE WE
The

proof

deviates

slightly

&fA(c,

from

If M is pairing-closed

the

F: Be+

(i.e. if

holds as well, by the same
NN are continuous.

This

F(E)).
one

for

C-C

in

2.2.9.

Assume

I!-Vs 3q A(&, n), then in particular IkA(1, f) for some fgBc
This F is locally in
Ml, hence there is a cover (6) such that each f 0 i& EMI, and of course
ItA(ii,, f 0 r$). Define Fi E &I by Fi(g, h) = f 0 4, SO II-A($, Fi(4)) for all i, and
therefore IEIFE &f A(l, F(1)). Hence also Il-VE 3Fe &f A(&, F(E)).
If M is pairing-closed, then the axiom C-C* holds in the form
ItVP E 9(B,

x Bc) (VE 3q P(E, q) + 3F: B, + B, VE P(E, F(E))).

To see this, let PE CY(B,x B,),
i.e. P:MX B,X Bc-+ fl,
and assume
IFVE 3q P(E, q). Then there is an fe B, such that P(T~ 0 h, ~~ 0 h, f) = T, where
induced by j. Define the morphism F:Ml X B, + B, by
0 (gl, gJ. One easily verifies that Il-Vs P(E, F(E)). Moreover, by
the previous remark F is continuous.
Sh(fUi, 8) is a model for relativized analytic data and for generalized analytic
data. Note that it suffices to prove CS(M)3 for the global elements of Bc, i.e. the
elements of M. Thus, assume that It-A(f) for some f E M, and define F : Ml X Bc +
Bc by F(g, h) = f 0 h. Then trivially
II- A(F(l)),
hence also IWe A(F(&)).
Generalized analytic data is proved as in 2.2.11.
Finally, we consider BI and BI *. Sh(Ml, J?) is a model for the schema BI,
independent of the properties of M (the proof is left to the reader). If Ml contains
all constant functions B + B, then BI* holds by the argument of 2.2.10. There is
an alternative way of proving BI* however, which leads to the following result: if
h:BsBxB

F(g,,

is

g.J = f 0 h-l
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then BI* holds in Sh(L.4,9). To see this, choose P E 9(NcN)

such that
II-V&3u (E E UAPU)AVU (VnP(z4 * (n))t,Pu).
Then in particular II-3u(m1 0 h E LJA P(T* 0 h, u) (where h : I3 + B x B is the
homeomorphism
induced by j), so we can find an a E cts(B, NcN) such that
VX E B rl 0 h(x) E a(x) and P(T~ 0 h, a) = T. Let {i+} be a cover such that a Q G is
constant for each i. For a finite sequence w, let us write wl, w2 for the finite
sequences such that h : w 1 w1 x w2. We may without loss assume that a 0 &, = G,,
the constant function with value L+. Obviously 7~~0 h 0 & = I&,, so we have that
P(ii,,, i$J = T for all i. Now consider the predicate Qu = [P(i&, z&)= T]. Q now
h:u * (n)-(u,
* &n))x
satisfies
Vu (Vn Q(u * (n)) t, Qu)
(note
that
(up * &n))). Hence we may apply BI to Q and find P((-), (-)) = T, i.e. II-P(( )).
As an immediate corollary to the observations just made, we obtain
2.3.1.

Theorem.

3. The connection

Sh(M, $9 is a model for CS(M).

with the elimination

0

translation

We now want to investigate the connection between the interpretation of CS
provided by the elimination translation of [15] and the monoid models. The
interpretation of CS through the elimination translation is an interpretation in a
constructive metatheory. Therefore we will first (Section 3.1) outline a constructive treatment of the monoid models presented earlier, before actually comparing
the two interpretations
3.1.

(Section

3.2).

Constructive me&theory

We restrict ourselves

to the interpretation

language. This is a four-sorted

of what we shall call the minimal

language of predicate logic, with sorts N (natural
numbers), B, (lawlike sequences), K (lawlike inductive neighbourhoodfunctions)
and B, (choice sequences). It does not have a sort NN. It is implicit in the rules of
term-formation that both BL and Bc are subsorts of NN.
Note that there is a conceptual difference between the treatment of B, and BL
as subsets of N” and their treatment as separate sorts. Being of sort B, or B, is
an intensional property of an object: it is given to us as an object of that sort.
Being an element of the subset B, or B, is an extensional property of an object:
from the way it is given to us we can prove that it satisfies the extensional
~-relation w.r.t. that subset.
The minimal language contains constants which make it possible to represent
each primitive recursive f: Np -+ N by a term t[n,, . . . , r+,] in p numerical
parameters. In particular there is a bijective j : N*+= N in the language, with
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inverses jl, j2 : N + N. Through j, jl, j2 elements of N can be viewed as codes for
elements of Np and NcN. K is treated as a subsort of B,, i.e. the domain NcN of
the inductive neighbourhoodfunctions
is coded in N.
We shall treat the minimal language rather loosely below. E.g. we use quantifiers Vf E g, 3f E K and write equations f(c)(n) = m which are not in the minimal
language. Note however that quantification over g can be replaced by quantification over K and that atomic formulae f(s)(n) = m can be translated into their
‘definition’ 3k (a((n) * E(k)) = m + 1) where a E K is the neighbourhoodfunction
of fe&.
The treatment of CS in [15] is much more precise. The formal language used
there to formulate the axioms in is an extension of the minimal language. The
main
difference
is that
it has
constants
app, : K xB$+
B,,
where
app,(a,

sly..

. , E& is written as a 1(Ed,. . . , q,). Among the CS-axioms

in [15] is

one specifying that a ( (Ed, . . . , sp) = ~Q,(E~, . . . , csp) where f~ K has neighbourhoodfunction a E K and up is a homeomorphism
(NN)p + NN. Note that this
axiom makes our CSl-axioms
of closure and pairing redundant. In fact, closure
and pairing are almost implicit in the presence of the constants app,. The minimal
language is entirely neutral in this respect. It can be used therefore to formulate
all kinds of theories of choice sequences.
For our metatheory we use the theory IDB, or rather a definitional extension of
this system. Strictly speaking, IDB is a two-sorted system, with variables
k, 1, m, n, . . . of sort N, and variables x, y, z, . . . of sort B. The language has the
same constants as the language of CS for the definition of primitive recursive
functions from NP to N. In particular we have j :NZ + N with inverses j1 and
j2 : N + N in the language as above, so Np and N<” can be treated codewise. We
shall consider NP and FPN as separate sorts here. Another constant of the
language of IDB is the constant K, for the set of neighbourhoodfunctions.
Formally these are treated as maps from N to N, but we refrain from this coding
and continue to look upon external neighbourhoodfunctions
as maps from N’” to
N. Working within IDB, continuous functions from B to B are the functions coded
by elements of K. We add a constant !& to the language for these continuous
functions. When working within IDB, we will often write cts(B, B) for 6. (ti is
defined from K as K is from IS, see the beginning of 2.2.)
The axioms of IDB are the usual arithmetical axioms, the ‘defining’ axioms for
its constants (in particular, the axiom of induction over W), and the choice axiom
AC-NF. Bar induction is not an axiom of IDB, nor does it have any of the typical
intuitionistic continuity axioms for Baire space. Thus, IDB is just a subsystem of
classical analysis.
We must adapt the interpretation
of the language of CS in sheaves over
W = cts(B, B) with the open cover topology to allow its treatment in IDB.
First we look at the definition of the open cover topology. As noted in Section
2, each open cover has a characteristic
function in K. In the constructive
metatheory, we use this observation as the definition of open cover: a sieve
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S E cts(B, B) is a cover iff there is an a E K such that for all u E FJJcrm,Ax * u 1x is in
S whenever
segment

a(u) # 0. (Recall

of length lth(u)

that Ax . u 1x is the function

by u”. In [15]

“replace

the initial

it is shown that this function

neighbourhoodfunction
in K, i.e. Ax . u 1x E cts(B, B).)
The formal covers thus defined form a Grothendieck

has a

topology:

(i) An . m + 1 E K, so cts(B, B) is a cover.
(ii) If S is a cover with characteristic function a E D6, and fe cts(B, B) has a
neighbourhoodfunction
b EK, then S 1 f has characteristic function a ; b E l-6. (For
a ;b see [15]; a ;b is defined in such a way that if a ; b(v) #O, then there is a
such that a(u) # 0 and im(f 0 Ax * ~11x) E u.)
UEN<”
(iii) If R E cts(B, B) is a sieve, S a cover with characteristic function a E K, and
R 1 f is a cover with characteristic function bf E K for each f E S, then R is a cover,
with characteristic function a/b, where b : W” -+ N is such that Av . b((u) * U) =
bAX.,,,. (For u/b see [15].)
Next we look at the sheaves that are needed to interpret the CS-language. As in
Section 2, we interpret B, as cts(B, B). All other sorts and predicate constants are
to be interpreted as sheaves of lawlike objects, i.e. objects which are locally
invariant under restrictions. Such sheaves are completely determined by their
global elements, the elements which are totally invariant under restrictions.
Quantification over sheaves of lawlike objects
global elements of such sheaves, because

reduces to quantification

lkVx~X=A(x)

iff

Vx~_%~li-A(x),

II-3x~X,A(x)

iff

~SE.JV~ES~XEX~I~(A

over the

and
where XL is the set of global elements

If)(x),

of XL. Consequently,

we can interpret

iV, BL and K by the external sets N, B, and K (modulo coding of finite sequences),
respectively.
Finally, we reformulate the forcing clauses. Prime formulas of CS are of the
form t = s (t and s numerical

terms). Equations

t = s are basically of the form

&n = m or of the form an = m, E of sort Bc, a of sort B,. (Constants are
interpreted by ‘themselves’, more complex equations can be replaced by equivalent formulas in which only these simple equations occur.) B, is interpreted as
cts(B, B), B,

as B, so we can put

lkfn = m

iff

Vx~Bf(x)(n)=

Ikxn=m

iff

xn=m.

m,

We then proceed by induction:
IkAr\B

iff

IFA and IC-B,

II-AvB

iff

3a~KVu(au#O+(Il-A

l(Ax.ulx)

or IFB 1 (Ax * u 1x)),
IFA+B

iff

VfEcts(B,

B) (IFA 1 f+

II-B 1 f),
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IFVpB(p)

iff

Vp ItB(p),

p of sort N, B, or K,

II-V&B(e)

iff

VfEcts(B,

B)Il-B(f),

lF3pB(p)

iff

3a EK Vu (auf

H-~&B(E)

iff

3fEcts(B,

0j

3p Il-B 1 (Ax * ti ) x)(p)),

B)bB(f).

(In the last clause we have incorporated Lemma 2.2.5.)
The language restrictions make it rather tedious to verify that the proofs we
gave for the validity of CS in sheaves over Cts(B, B) with the open cover topology
in Section 2 can be given in IDB with respect to the adapted forcing definition
above. It may be instructive to look at bar induction. Note first of all that the
language does not permit the formulation of this principle as an axiom. Instead
one can look at the schema with an additional parameter of sort Bc,

V’E3n A(E(n), rl)~Vu(A(u,

rl) f, Vn A(u * (n>, q)) + A(( >,q).

To prove in IDB that this schema is forced one uses the same argument as in
Section 2.3, except that external bar induction is replaced by induction over
unsecured sequences (which is a corollary of induction over K),
V~EK

(Vu (au#O+B(u))r\Vu

(B(u)*VnB(u

* (n>))+B((

))).

Another problem here is that one has to show in IDB that the forcing interpretation is sound, in order to have a full constructive proof that forcing over cts(B, B)
yields a CS model. Both the validity of the axioms and the soundness follow from
the observations in the next subsection.
We close this subsection with the following remark. Let A be a lawlike
sentence in the minimal language, i.e. all quantifiers in A are of sort N or sort B,.
Let A* be the IDB-formula
obtained by replacing quantifiers over K by quantifiers over K. One easily verifies that
3.1.1.

Lemma.

IDB t A" ifj IDB 1 “II-A”.

0

In other words, the theory of the lawlike part of CS under the forcing
interpretation is just IDB. Since in the definition of CS in [15] IDB is the lawlike
part of CS, the treatment of forcing in an intuitionistic metatheory yields an
interpretation which is in this respect more faithful than the classical treatment.
3.2.

Forcing and the elimination translation

Convention. In this section we assume that all choice parameters in a formula are
shown in notation.
In [15] a translation 7 is defined which maps sentences of the language of CS to
lawlike sentences. This translation is called the elimination translation. The
elimination theorem shows that 7 provides a sound interpretation of CS in IDB.
We give a short account of this interpretation here.
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is that they give an explanation

in terms of quantifiers over lawlike objects.

property is exploited

in the elimination

of

This characteristic

translation.

Consider a formula 3~ A(E). By the specialization property, it is equivalent to
3a E B, A(a). Thus existential quantification over B, (in the absence of choice
parameters) is explained as existential quantification over BL. (In Section 2 we
have shown that the specialization property is true under the forcing interpretation; in the form here, namely ~&A(E) t, 3a E BL A(a), it follows logically from
analytic data.)
Next we look at a formula VE 3pA(.s, p) (p ranging over N, BL, or K). By CS3
and CSla it is equivalent to 3a E K Vu (auf 0 + 3p Vs A(u 1E, p)), so universal
quantification over Be in the context of a lawlike existential quantifier is explained in terms of a lawlike quantifier over K and a universal choice quantifier
over a formula
of lower complexity.
A similar observation
holds for
VE (A(c)vB(&)).
By logic it follows that a universal choice quantifier in the context of a lawlike
universal quantifier or a conjunction can be pushed inside, i.e.
VE Vp A(&, p) ++VP VE A(E, p),

and

VE (A(E)AB(E))

B(E));

f-f (VE A(E)AVE

so universal choice quantification in this context reduces
quantification over a formula of lower complexity.
Analytic data may equivalently be formulated as

to universal

choice

VE (A(E)--f B(E)) f, VfeK WCA(f(&N + VEW(E))),
so universal choice quantification

in the context of an implication

terms of lawlike universal quantification
tion over formulas of lower complexity.

is explained in

over K and universal choice quantifica-

By CSlb we have Vs VnA(&, n) @Vf,
universal choice quantifiers can be reduced
and a pair of lawlike quantifiers over K.
Consider a formula VE 3~ A(&, q). By
3f~K V’EA(&, f(e)), i.e. universal choice

g E K V’EA(f(&), g(c)), i.e. a pair of
to a single universal choice quantifier
CS4 and CSla this is equivalent to
quantification in the context of an

existential choice quantifier is explained in terms of a lawlike quantifier
and a universal choice quantifier over a formula of lower complexity.

over g

Finally a formula VE (f(c)(n) = m), where f~ K, is easily seen to be equivalent
to Vb E B, (f(b)(n) = m), so universal choice quantification over an atomic formula
is explained as lawlike quantification.
One may summarize this by saying that the explanation of choice quantifiers
consists of a procedure to push universal choice quantifiers over the other logical
signs and to replace them eventually by universal lawlike quantifiers in front of
equations t = s, and to replace existential choice quantifiers not in the scope of a
universal one by existential lawlike ones straightaway.
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This procedure
follows :
T commutes

is the elimination

translation.

with the connectives

A, v, +,

T namely is defined inductively as
and the lawlike quantifiers

Vp and

3PY
T(~EA(E))~~~EB~~(A(u)),
~(v.5 (f(~)(n)

= m)) =Va E B, f(a)(n)

= m,

T(VE (A(E)AB(E)))=T(VEA(E))AT(VEA(E)),
~(VE VP A(% P)) = VP T(VE A(&, P)),
T(VE (A(E) -+ B(E)))=VfE

K (T(V& AU(&))) + T(VE B(f(E)))),

T(VE (A(E)vB(E)))=~LLEKVU
T(VE

3pA(~,

p))=3a

(cu#O+T(VEA(U

EKVU

T(ve vrl A&, rl)) -vf,
T(VE 3q A(&, q)) ~3f~

(au#O+3p~(V~A(u

g E KT(ve
KT(VE

A(f(e),

( E))vT(VEB(U
( E,

1 E))),

p))),

g(e))),

A(E, f(e))).

(In [15], the clauses for v and 3p contain an implicit application of AC-NF. Our
presentation is slightly different from but equivalent to the one given in [Xl.)
The elimination
sound, i.e.

theorem

states that the interpretation

of CS in IDB

via

is

T

f or all sentences A in the language of CS,
(a) CS1A =$ IDBl-T(A),
and that is faithful, in the sense that
(b) CSI- A c, T(A), for all sentences A in the language of CS.
The obvious question to ask now is whether the forcing- and the eliminationinterpretation are in any sense related to one another. The answer is given by the
following theorem.
3.2.1. Theorem. Let A be a sentence in the minimal languag, and let T(A)* be
obtained from the elimination translation T(A) as indicated at the end of the
preceding Section 3.1. Then T(A)*
one
IkA(f,,

can

show

that

and ItA are provably equivalent in IDB. In fact

T(VEA(~~(E),

. . . , f,,(E)))*

is

literally

the

same

as

. . . , f,,).

Proof. The second claim is proved by a straightforward induction on the logical
complexity of A(E~. . . . , E,). From this, the equivalence of T(A)* and II-A for
arbitrary sentences A follows easily, using the soundness of T. Cl
This theorem shows that elimination and monoid forcing are essentially the
same interpretation.
As a corollary to the elimination theorem and Theorem 3.2.1 we now find that
the monoid-forcing interpretation of CS (in the original CS-language) is classifying for CS, in the sense that
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3.2.2.

Corollary.

The monoid

IDB t “E-A”

forcing

interpretation

ifl CSk

A. 0

is also classifying

be extensively
discussed in [9].
We have thus shown that the elimination
standard

method

of interpreting

intuitionistic

theorem
theories

in the sense of [16]; this will
is in fact a special
in sheaves

case of the

over a category

equipped with a Grothendieck
topology. This result also shows that the elimination procedure
is not just a syntactical
trick.
(It should perhaps be remarked
here that it is not claimed in [15] that the
underlying
idea is syntactical;
the explanation
of the elimination
translation
given
above even suggests the contrary.
The syntactic
flavour of [15] rather seems
inherent
to the attention
paid to the metatheory.)
A similar connection
between monoid models and elimination
translations
can
be formulated
for relativizations
of CS. We trust that, with the monoid models of
Section
2.3 in mind, the interested
reader
can work out the details of an
elimination
translation
“which expresses monoid forcing” for relativizations
of
cs.

4. Spatial models
We have now seen how CS and its relativizations
can be interpreted
in sheaves
over (a submonoid
of) cts(B, B) with the open cover topology. In the preceding
section it has been shown that this interpretation
corresponds
to the elimination
translation
for CS, i.e. the interpretation
is in a sense the one ‘prescribed’
by
the axioms, and the monoid models are in a strong sense the classifying models for
CS and its relativizations.
But still, the monoid models do not help to solve the
problem
of finding an informally
described
class of construction
processes
(a
subdomain
of the universe
of choice sequences)
for which the validity of CSaxioms can be rigorously justified. As has already been said in the introduction,
the monoid models are formally motivated,
not conceptually.
It therefore remains of interest to find models for CS (or relativizations)
which
are spatial, and then preferably
over spaces ‘resembling’ Baire space. The interest
of such spaces lies in their relation to internal ‘projection’
models: a model over
Baire space (treated in an intuitionistic
metatheory)
is equivalent
to a projection
model of the form %, = cf(a) 1f~ S}, w h ere S is a subset of cts(B, B) (cf. Section
5.3 below). Such a %a is a subdomain
of intuitionistic
Baire space, i.e. it is a
‘conceptual
model’. (For more discussion see [lo] and especially [19].)
In fact, the Diaconescu
cover [2] yields a general procedure for obtaining a cHa
which is first-order
equivalent
to any given site (cf. [ll]),
but it seems to be
difficult to describe the cHa’s thus obtained
in terms of familiar spaces. We will
therefore not apply the Diaconescu
cover here, but instead we give a more direct
construction,
which yields for each of the monoids Ml discussed in Section 2.3 a
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topological

space X,, which is first-order

equivalent

topology. For countable Ml, X,, is homeomorphic

to M with the open cover

to a subspace of Baire space. In

general, & is a subspace of Ml” with the product topology, where Ml is regarded as
a discrete space.
Let M be a submonoid of cts(B, B), of the form described in 2.3. If F= (F,,), is
a sequence

of elements

of Ml, we define K

by induction:

mapping) and c+l=
E 0 F,,,,. (Thus, if m > 0, c
call a sequence admissible if for any composition e
F the first m numbers of the sequence c(x),
x E B,
admissible iff for all m and n, hxF,“+‘(x)(m):
B -+

Pn= 1 (the identity-

= F,, 0 * * * 0 F,,+,_l.) We will
of m successive elements of
do not depend on x ; i.e. F is
N is constant.

For a sequence F, being admissible means that we can define points lim, (F) of
Baire space, for each rt EN, by setting
lim,(F)(m)

= F,“+‘(x)(m),

for some (all) x E B.

Let X,, be the space whose points are the admissible elements of h.@‘, with the
product topology, regarding Ml as a discrete space; thus basic opens are the sets
i% = {G ( G is admissible,

and Fi = Gi for i = 0, . . . , n - l}.

Note that this topology makes the functions lim, : X,, + B continuous.
The language that we will consider is the minimal language, with an addditional
constant M (for a subset of K). Thus, we have a sort of natural numbers N, a sort
of lawlike sequences BL (a subsort of NN), a sort of lawlike neighbourhoodfunctions K (a subsort of B3, and a sort B, of choice-sequences.
In sheaves over XM, Baire space NN is interpreted as the sheaf of continuous
B-valued functions. We will interpret B, as the sheaf generated by (global)
elements of the form
folim,:X,,-,B,
where n E N, and f is (locally) an element of M (i.e. Ikf E Bc in the monoid model
over M, as in Section 2.3). The lawlike types are interpreted in sheaves over X,
as the sheaves of locally constant functions with the appropriate range.
We will show by formula-induction that forcing over the monoid Ml and forcing
over the space & are equivalent (Theorem 4.3 below). But first we need a
lemma to be able to compare covers in Ml and covers of XM.
4.1. Lemma. Let FEX~,
n EN. Then for each a E B there exists a sequence G(a)
such that
(i) G(cY) is admissible, and Gil%.
(ii) If m > k 2 n, range(G(a)k
0 * . * 0 G(a),_,)
= VeCrj:= {x E B ( (Y(r) is an initial segment of x}, for some r strictly increasing in m.
(iii) If k Z=n, then limk G(a) = (Y.
Proof.

If a! E B, then for each k <n

there exists a function g: such that for each
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m, the first m + 1 values of Fk 0 . * * 0 F,,_, are constant on Vai(p;+,,)),by continuity

of Fk 0 . . * 0 F,_,

at (Y.

Let gP(m)=maxk<,

g:(m).

Then

Vk < n Vx, x’E Va(g”(njj Vi C m Fk 0 . . . 0 F,_,(x)(i)

(a)

= Fk 0 * * - 0 F,_,(x’)(i)

and without loss we may assume
g” is strictly increasing.

(b)
Now let

G(a)k(x)

= Fk(x)

Go

= 6(gn(k))

if k < n,
1x

if k 3 n.

(Recall that if x E B, U E NC”, then u ( x denotes the sequence obtained from x by
replacing the initial segment of x of length lth(u) by u.) Then (i)-(iii) hold: the
only thing that is perhaps not immediately clear is that G(a) is admissible.
Consider a composition G(a)k 0 * * - 0 G(a)k+m of m + 1 successive elements of
G(a): if k + m <n, then there is nothing to prove since F is admissible. If k 1 n,
then G(cz)k 0 . * . 0 Go+,,,
= 6(g”(k + m)) 1x), and it is immediate from (b)
that the first m + 1 values of this output do not depend on x. And if k < n 6 k + m,
then
G(a), o * . - 0 G((Y)k+,,,(X)
= Fk 0 . * * 0 F,_, o G(a),
0 * . - o G((Y)k+,,,(X)
= Fk 0 - . . 0 F,,_, (G(g”(k

+ m)) I XL

and by (a), the first m + 1 values of this output do not depend on x.

Cl

We now list some properties that we need in the inductive steps of Theorem 4.3
below:
4.2.Lemma.

(a) IfU~{Gm~G~~n,m~n}and

VGEi%3m?nGnEU,

the set {Gr-” ~f~Fm~U,f~fLll}isacoverofM.
(b) If a sieve S covers in LA, then S bars each I%, i.e. VG E I% 3m a n G~-“E
(c)

Ifgebtl,
then Cf13m~n3GE&G~-“=g~f)

then
S.

isacoverofM.

Proof. (a) is immediate from Lemma 4.1; (b) follows trivially from the definition
of admissibility; (c) is a combination of (a) and part (ii) of the definition of a
Grothendieck topology.
0
4.3. Theorem. Let A(E~, . . . , Ed) be a formula in the restricted language for CS(M)
described above, (where E1, . . . , E, are the non-lawlike
variables occurring in this
formula,) and suppose ml, . . , mP =Z n. Then
l%Il-A(fI:mI,.

. . , f,: m,)

iff

II-A(fI 0 Pm;“‘,, . . . , f, 0 F~~;;m~)

where we write fi : mi for fi 0 lim,{. (Il- on the left is forcing in sheaves over the space
XM, Ik on the right is forcing over the monoid fUl with the open cover topology).
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Proof.

By induction on A:

(1) A(E)

is smi = m2. Then if k s n,

Fn It-&ml = rndf : k]
But f 0 lim, = f 0 EPk

iff

VG E Z%f 0 limk(G)(ml)

= m,.

0 lim,, so (using 4.1) this is equivalent

Vx E B f 0 cPk(x)(ml)

=

m2, i.e.

to

Itcm, = m2[f 0 FLPk].

(2) A is B AC. This step is trivial.
(3) A is B v C. Then we have
F’nlFBvCLfi:miJ
iff

VGE&3mZn((GmIl-BCf,:m,]or

iff

Vg E Fn 3m 3 n (ItBCfi 0 GK_“i] or IFClfi 0 Gl_“‘i]).

But G”-“‘i
m, = Fn-“‘i 0 Gz-“,
3 cov:
iff

so by 4.2(a)

S of fUlVvf~SIl-B[fi

Gmll-Clfi:mi])

and (b) this is equivalent

to

0 Pm;“‘1 0 f] or II-C[f, oF~;“‘~of]

I1B v Ccf, 0 FL”‘<].

(4) A is B 4

C. In this case,

&IFB+C[fi:mi]
iff

VG~~nVmrn(~mI~BCfi:m~]j~mItCCfi:mi])

iff

VG E I% Vm 2 n (It B[fi 0 F”,T”‘i0 Gr-“]+

and by 4.2(c)

this is equivalent

Vg EM (ItBlfi

1~Ccf, 0 Fn,l”’ 0 GT-“1

to

0 Pm;“” * g] 3 It C[lfi 0 FmT”‘*0 g]),

i.e. It-B + Clf, : mi].
(S), (6) The case of universal quantification over lawlike types is obvious. The
case of existential lawlike quantifications is analogous to case (3) above.
(7) A is VT B(q, . . . , q,, q). Now if Fn lFAui : mi], i.e.
VfEBcVm~~bBCfi:mi,f:m],
then also
VfEBcVGE~~Vm~nGmI~Blfi:mi,f:m]
(B, is the sheaf of functions
induction hypothesis,

f with I1fE Be in the monoid-model);

so by the

Vf E Bc VG E l% Vm > n II-Blfi 0 F”<“‘i 0 GE-“, f].
But then, if f E B, and g E fUl are arbitrary, we derive that for the cover S defined
in 4.2(c),
for each f’ E S,

lFBlfi 0 Flyma Q g 0 f’, f 0 f’],
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hence also Il-Blfi 0 Fn,lmt 0 g, f]. This shows that Il-Vn B(ei, n) Lfi 0 FnmT”‘r].Conversely,

if IkVn B(ci, n) cfi 0 Fzr”‘,],

immediately

from

the

induction

then if f and m are arbitrary,

hypothesis

that

k 2 n, Gk IFB Lfi : mi, f : m]. Hence also Fn II-B M
Cfi 0 E~m’l*
(8) Finally,
[fi : mi], i.e.

take

A

is 3nB(&,,

. . . , E*, q).

for each

GE&Z

:mi, f :WI]. Thus

Suppose

that

and each

ih It Vn B (ei, n)
Fn lt3rl B(Ei, n)

We may assume k s m, so by induction hypothesis this is equivalent
VG E Fn 3m 2 n 3 k,

it follows

to

f IFB [fi 0 F”,“‘, 0 G,“-“, f 0E-k 0G,“-“I.

Using Lemma 4.2(a), we then obtain lt3q B(q, 7) [fi 0 FL;“‘t]. Conversely, if
IEln B(q, q) cfi 0 I$~~“‘~],
Lemma 4.2(b) gives us for each G E Fn an m 2 n and a
function
fG such that IkB[f, 0 F~~‘“~0 Gz-“, fc], or, using the induction
hypothesis, Grn II BCfi : mi, fc : m]. Thus I% lk3n B(ci, q) [fi : mi]. This completes
the proof.
0
5. Lawlessness
A universe of sequences which satisfies the CS-axioms has strong closure
properties: it is closed under the application of all lawlike continuous operations.
For sequences satisfying the CS(M)-axioms,
these closure properties are somewhat weaker. On the far other end we find the universe of lawless sequences,
which has no closure properties at all (application of a lawlike continuous
operation other than the identity to a lawless sequence never yields a lawless
sequence again!) An important axiom here is the axiom of open data, which
roughly says that the extension of a property of lawless sequences is always an
open subset of the space of lawless sequences (as a subspace of intuitionistic Baire
space. For a precise formulation, see 5.2 below).
In this part of the paper, we first (Section 5.1) return to the models of Section
2.3, focusing attention on those which satisfy a version of open data. We also
describe how to obtain models for the theory of lawless sequences LS by an
internal model construction (‘projection models’, iterated forcing). The theory of
lawless sequences is formulated here in a language without arbitrary function and
power types (the minimal language), and the internal model-construction
is
essentially the construction of [17].
Unfortunately, the proof of the correctness of this construction in [17] involves
a long formula induction, and is rather complex. Moreover, it is not easy to see
whether this proof can be extended to a higher order language. Therefore we will
in Section 5.2 present a sheaf model over (a space homeomorphic to) Baire space
for the higher order theory of lawless sequences. The proofs given in 5.2 are
purely semantical, and the model seems to be more perspicuous than the model
for LS presented in [l].
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Our construction of a model for the higher order theory of lawless sequences
was actually inspired by Troelstra’s appendix to [l], and it seems worth the effort
of explaining
5.1.

this in more detail. This will be done in Section 5.3.

Open data as analytic data

As a first example of a CS(M)-model,
consider the monoid Ml,, of local
homeomorphisms of Baire space into itself. As has been said in 2.3, in sheaves
over this monoid Baire space internally appears as cts(B, B), and the sheaf B, of
‘&-choice
sequences’ is interpreted as the subsheaf of cts(B, B) generated by 1,
i.e. the sheafification of IV&,,which is just h.& in this case. In this particular model,
analytic data ‘is’ open data (without choice parameters):

5.1.1.
Proposition. In the model just described,
I~VE(AE--~~U(U~EAV~~E:~A~~))
where A has all non-lawlike
Proof.

parameters shown.

We have to show that

It suffices to choose I+/I
with +(J g) = 4 0 g for some fixed local homeomorphism

4

(since such morphisms II, : Mhx M,, + A$, generate the sheaf &4,, of internal
lawlike operations
NN -+ NN, see 2.3).
So suppose f and g are local
homeomorphisms such that I+ f = (r,!~1 g)(q), i.e. (Lemma 2.2.3) there exists a
local homeomorphism h such that f = IJ 0 h. Find a cover { Wi : B 1, Wi c B}i such
that f r Wi is a homeomorphism, and let for each x E Wi, n:E N be such that

and let vi be an initial segment of x such that f(v,) G f(x)(n!J.

The {vf&

form a

cover, and II-f 1 vie ui for each i and each x E Wi. Also lkV( E u: gq 5 = t/~(q), for
if k and 1 are local homeomorphisms such that Il-k E ui 1 1, then Vy E B k(y) E ui =
0
f(x)(Q),
so range(k) c Vi, and therefore k = $hf-lk,
i.e. IHq k = $4~).
Sheaves over the monoid of local homeomorphisms were considered by Fourman in his talk at the Brouwer conference. He defined the subsheaf L of internal
Baire space ( = cts(B, B)), his sheaf of ‘lawless sequences’, to be the sheaf of local
and
projections. More precisely, let j :B XB + B be a fixed homeomorphism,
define L to be the subsheaf of cts(B, B) generated by ji = rij. Observe that this
sheaf L becomes definable in the particular theory CS(M,) under discussion,
namely as Gl.e ) E E BMh}. Thus, this model may be regarded as a ‘projection
model’, projected from a CS(M)-model of the type described in 2.3. In this model,
the sequences in L satisfy various conditions which are similar in character to the
axioms of LS (as formulated in 5.2 below), but there are some striking differences.

Sheaf models

For example,
sequences

for choice

sequences

a crucial role is played by the notion of independence:

(Y and @ are said to be independent

CS(M,)-terms,

jr& and jin

are independent
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two lawless

iff ((w,p) : = j 0 (a, 0) EL (or in

iff there exists a 5~ Bm such that

jie = jrji& jrn = jrj&). This notion of independence is necessary, for example, to
formulate the multiple-parameter
version of the open data axiom which is valid in
this model. Thus, there is an essential difference between this axiom of open data,
and the more traditional axiom, where instead of independence one has just
inequality. It does not seem to be possible to modify this model so as to obtain a
monoid model for ‘ordinary’ open data.
The problem is that sheaves over monoids have to satisfy some non-trivial
closure-conditions
(provided the sheaf and the monoid are non-trivial). For
example in Fourman’s model, the sheaf L is closed under projecting #(a, @)E L
-+ CYEL A /3 EL). Such closure conditions are incompatible with the ordinary
multiple-parameter
version of open data. This strongly suggests that it is impossible to obtain monoid models for the theory LS.
Let us take a different approach for obtaining an LS-model, by starting with a
monoid model for LS’. (LSr is the theory with axioms (schemas) just like those of
LS, but with the schemas LS3, LS4 restricted to formulas containing at most one
parameter over choice sequences (lawless sequences), see [l], [18].) In fact, the
sheaf L above is a domain satisfying the LS1-axioms. A simpler LS’-model can be
obtained as follows: let M0 be the monoid of continuous functions of the form
6, G(x) = u ( x, for finite sequences u. The open cover topology is just the ‘bar
topology’ ((4 1i E T} covers iff {q 1i E I} is a bar in WN). In Section 2.3 it was
shown that sheaves over this monoid yield a model for this instance CS(M,) of
relativized CS, and it is clear that analytic data comes down to open data without
(non-lawlike) parameters in this case, and the sheaf BW of ‘MO-choice sequences’
(the subsheaf of cts(B, B) generated by the identity) gives a model for the theory
LS’.
It is not an LS-model,

of course, again because the monoid action on the sheaf
For example, in sheaves over n/l,,
gives us too many closure properties.
H-3.$,9 E B,
(E# n ~3n Vk > n ,$k= qk) (take to different sequences u and TVof

equal length), which clearly contradicts (the two parameter case of) open data.
At this point we may invoke a method of Troelstra’s for constructing an
LS-model from an LS’-model: In [17], Troelstra shows that if L’ is a subspace of
Baire space satisfying the LS’-axioms, then for each a! EL’,
%, =

{u * ?T,(a) 1u E W”}

can intuitionistically be shown to be a model of LS (here r,,(a)(n) = a(u * (n))).
Thus, within the monoid model Sh(M,) under discussion, we have many
LS-models, but they are not definable externally. An easy way out here is to
construct internallythe direct product % = LESC Qa. Then Sh(M,) IF‘9 Il-LS” by
Troelstra’s result, and it is possible to reduce this two-step forcing to a single step.
One then obtains a sheaf-model over a site s which is neither a monoid, nor a
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topological

space. We will not describe the construction

of s in detail: the reader

who is familiar with models over sites will be able to work it out for himself.
It should be stressed that the proof of Troelstra’s result uses induction on
formulas, and holds only for the first-order language in which LS is usually
formulated. We have not been able to find a direct proof of the validity of the
open data axiom in sheaves over the site s without this restriction on the
language.
5.2.

A sheaf model for LS

We start by formulating the LS-axioms. They are formulated in a higher order
language (with arbitrary function- and powersorts, as in Section l), with in
addition, sorts BL for lawlike sequences, K for lawlike neighbourhoodfunctions,
and L for lawless sequences; these are all subsorts of NN. We use CY,/3,y, . . . as
variables ranging over L. The axioms are
LS 1 (decidable

equality)

Vcu,pEL(CY=pvcu#P).
LS2 (density)
Vu~N’~3aa~u.
LS3 (higher order open data) For each n EN,
Vffl . * .V(~,(#(0l~,...,(~,)~A((~~,...,(~~)~3~~3a~...3yt3,a,
V&EUl..

.V~,E~,(#(P~,...,~,)-,A(P~,...,P,)))

where # (a,, . . . , a,) abbreviates /\l<i<icn (Yi# ai).
LS4 (higher order continuity) For each n EN,
VCYl. * * Van (f

(aI, . . . ,a,,> +3a

Ah,

. . . , a,,, a))

~3eEK,Vul...Vy,(e(u,,...,~)#0
~3aV~,Eu1...V(Y,Ey,(#(a,,...,a,)--tA(a,,...,a,,a)))
(where K,, is the set of n-place lawlike neighbourhoodfunctions,
defined in the
obvious way).
In LS3 and LS4, the formula A contains no other non-lawlike parameters than
the ones shown.
Our sheaf model will in fact be an interpretation in ‘sheaves with a group
action’, as described in e.g. the appendix of [5]. Let (v, : n EN) be an enumeration
of NCN in which each sequence occurs infinitely many times. Let T be the space
nIncN V,“, equipped with the product topology. In this section, we will write VU
instead of just u for the basic open subset {x ) x E u} of B, for u a finite sequence.
If u1, . . . ) u.,, are finite sequences, then we write (V,,, . . . , V,) for the basic open
subset nyzl r;l(VJ
of T. T is obviously homeomorphic to B, but for present
purposes T is notationally more convenient than B is.
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We now define a group G of auto(homeo)morphisms
the following two types of automorphisms

of T as follows. Consider

of T:

(1) For each n, m E N and u E N<” such that v,, s u and o, C u, the automorphism h = h[n, m, u] of T which interchanges the nth and mth coordinate
x E T, provided both coordinates begin with u; i.e.

of a point

x rn, if k = n and x E u, x, E u,
h(x), =
i

x,,

if k = m and x,, E u, x,,, E u,

xk?

otherwise.

(2) For each nEN,

with

f, g:N+N

n<gO<fO<gl<fl<g2<f2<.

..

such that
- {u,~nIJ??I and {v~(,,},,, are constant sequences
- s(~) and vfco) are incompatible extensions

in N<”
of v,, the automorphism

h=
h[n, f, g] of T defined as follows (cf. the picture below):
(a) If x E T is such that x,, E vfuf(oj
and x,(~) E v,, then h(x) = y, where y, = x,(,),
yf(o)= x,,, yf(,,,+l) = xn,,,) for each m EN, yp(,,,)= xp(,,,+i) for each m EN, and yi = xi
for all i${n}U{g(m)
1mEN}U{f(m)
1m EN}.
(b) If y E T is such that y,, E v,(O) and yrco,E v,, then h(y) = x, where y and x are
related as in (a).
(c) If z E T is a point to which neither (a) nor (b) applies, then h(z) = z.

g(O)f(O) g(l) f(l) g(2) f(2) . . . f

n

....

lyp)py

:

I
I

I
I

1

I

I

I

do) f(O) g(l) f(l)

n
G is the subgroup

I

I

I

I

I

g(2) f(2)

3f the group of automorphisms

*. .
of T generated

by all

homeomorphisms of the form (1) or (2).
Recall (cf. [S], appendix) that if G is a group of automorphisms of T, a ‘sheaf
with G-action’ on T is a sheaf A on T with an action of G on the sections of A,
written a H aK, such that
.l=.,

a+

= (ag)h,

[up = PII = g-‘([a

= bD)

(and hence, E(ag) = g-l(E(a)),
and (a 1 U)g = a8 1 g-l(U)).
In the ‘standard interpretation’ in such sheaves with a group action, the sheaf of
natural numbers N appears as the sheaf of continuous partial functions U ---, N,
U E O(T), with right composition
(UP-N)

H (h-‘(U)%N)
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as action. Similarly,

internal Baire space NN appears as the sheaf of continuous

partial functions U + B with right composition as action.
If A is a sheaf with G-action, a global element of A is a global section a of A
which is invariant under the action of G (a% = a for g E G). We define the sheaf
A,

of lawlike elements of A to be the subsheaf

of A generated

by the global

elements of A. (In fact, this is what we also did in Section 2.)
Our model will be the standard interpretation in sheaves over the space T with
G-action, where the space T and the group G are as defined above. Further, we
specify the interpretation of the additional constants: B, and K are interpreted as
the sheaf of locally constant partial functions U+ B and U+K
respectively
(where K c B is the set of external neighbourhoodfunctions),
with right composition as action. The sheaf of lawless sequences L is the sheaf generated by the
projections m,, : T + B (n EN), again with right composition as action. Note that
each of the homeomorphisms in G locally either is the identity, or interchanges
coordinates. Hence the sheaf of partial functions U --$ B (U E 6(T)) which are
locally some IT,, is indeed closed under the action of G.
The rest of this section will consist of the proof of the following theorem.
5.2.1. Theorem.
theory Ls.

The interpretation just described yields a model for the higher order

Verification
of LSl and LS2 is trivial. For the axioms of open data and
continuity,
however,
we have to do some work. First note that if
A(a,, . . . , a,,, ~1,. . . , pk) is a formula with (Ye,. . . , a,, as lawless parameters of
sort

L, and we interpret

all other

l%, . . . >pk of the appropriate
[A&.

parameters

pl,. . . , pk by global

sections

sheaves, then

. . , a,,, PI,. . . , P,>II

is a global section of the powersheaf
which is strict and extensional

9(L”);

that is a function

P: I_.” + O(T)

(P(&,
. . . , 4) E E&r . . . , a,),
P((Y, 1 u, . . . ,%I lU)=P((Y1,...,(Y,)nu,
and moreover preserves
By the interpretation

the action, i.e. P((Y~, . . . , CY:)= g-‘P(cwl, . . . , a,).
of lawlike elements described above, such functions

generate the extensions of the formulas A occurring in the LS-axioms,
and
therefore we may restrict our attention to strict extensional functions P which
preserve the action, as we do in the following two lemmas.
5.2.2. Lemma. Let P : Lp ---,6(T) be a global section of 9’(Lp), and let x and y be
two points of T such that x, = yn, for each i = 1,. . . , p. Then x E P(rr,,, . . . , r,,J ifi
Y E P(T”,,

Proof.

. . . 7 ?J.

Suppose

x E P(n_,

. . . , n,),

and choose sequences

ul, . . . , uk such that
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We may assume that each y 2 vi, and that

k 3 np. We now define an h E G and a point z E ( VU,, . . . , V,,) such that h(z) = y
and rr,+o h=a n, for i = 1, . . . , p. This suffices to prove the lemma since then
y = h(z) E h (P(T_, . . . , T,,)) = P(T,,, 0 h-l,.

. . , n% 0 h-l) = P(,,,,, . . . , q,).

Let {aI, . . . , al} = (1, . . . , k}\{n,, . . . , np}. Choose for each i s 1, two incompatible extension wi and w: of u,, and let v(m)},
and {g’(m)},
be sequences of
natural numbers such that
I+(,,,) = Wi and

t~(,,,) = w:,

for each i s 1,

and
k<g’(O)<f’(O)<g’(l)<f(l)<.

- 0, for each ill.

and such that the ranges of the gi’s, and those of the fi’s, are mutually disjoint.
Now set
h = h[a,, f’, g’] 0 9 . . 0 h[a,, fl, g’]
and let z be the point defined by
2, = YfCO,, Q(O) = YaJ

z,,,,,) = y~(~+~) for each m EN,

Q(,,,+~) = ypL(,,,) for each m EN,
%I = Y,

for all other n.

:

To”’

I

:]:

I

I

Then zg(V,,,...,

I
I

1
I

g’(O) f’(O)

ai

VUL),and h(z) = y.

g’(l)

,

f”(l)

.-.

Cl

5.2.3.

Lemma. Let P: Lp + O(T) be a global section of !Y(L’), and let U =
(VU,, . . .9 VJ be a basic open subset of T with UE P(T,,,, . . . , T,,). If f :N-%N
is a function with f({n,, . . . , n& n{n,, . . . , a}= $3, and W =(I’,,,,, . . . , VJ is a
basic open of T such that wfCq)3 IA_.(i = 1, . . . , p), then WE P(q,,+
. . . , nfT,,J.
Proof.
(1)

Let U and

f

7~;,1(V~,) 0.

be as described

in the lemma. By 5.2.2,

. . . , T% 1.
. an 7qYvKJEP(~T~,,

It suffices to show that

(2)

~&(v~,~ n. . . n ~&wu,p~ E pbf(,,,, . . . , ~f'nJ)7

but by 5.2.2

again, (2) already follows from (3),

we find
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where si is the shortest sequence
Si a in,

(4)

and

with

si 2 uf(,,,j,

(We may of course assume that yl, and nfCd are compatible,
trivially true.)
To prove (3), choose y E T such that
yf(tig %,,

Y,,,E sY

and

since otherwise (2) is

(i = 1,. . . ) p).

Y,,.eufUf(,)

We will define a point x E fl=r n,‘(V,J,
and an automorphism h E G such that
h(x) = y, and rrf(%)0 h = rrq on a neighbourhood of x, i = 1, . . . , p. This suffices to
prove the lemma, since x E P(n,,,, . . . , n,,) implies that also
x E P(nfc,,) 0 h, . . . , nfca) 0 h) = h-Wq,,,,,
hence

Y = h(x) E P(mf(,+

. . . , qc,,J

. . . , ~f(,+,J.

Let
h = h[%, f(n),,

spl 0 . 9. o h[nl, fh,), 4

h E G, since si 2 yl. (and without loss yl, 2 u,), and si 2 ufC,+ Let x be defined by
x, = yfh),

x.n%)= Y&, for i = 1, . . . , P
for other coordinates

-%I = Ym

m.

Then xn, E si and x~(%)Esi, SO h[n,, f(q), Si] interchanges the nith and f(s)th
coordinates on a neighbourhood of x. It is clear that h(x) = y, and that x E
n:==, n;i(v,).
5.2.4.

0

Lemma.

As

Lemma

5.2.3,

but

without

the

requirement

that

fUnI, . . .,~mh,...,Q=pl.
Proof.

This

injections

follows

from

Lemma

5.2.3

by factoring

that do satisfy the hypothesis of 5.2.3.

f as a composition

of

Cl

Proof of 5.2.1. It has already been observed that LSl and LS2 are trivial, and the
validity of open data (LS3) follows immediately from the preceding lemma. So we
only have to check LS4. Now if VCX,* - * VCX,3a A(al, . . . , a,, a) is a formula with
then
global
elements,
all
(lawlike)
parameters
interpreted
by
. . . , a,, a))] is a global truth value, i.e.
IIVa, * * . Vcu, (# (al, . . . , q,) +3aA(al,
an open subset U of T such that g-‘(U) = U for all automorphisms g E G. But
(using a composition of automorphisms of type (2)) it is easily seen that the only
such U are P, and T.
We may thus assume that pa1 . - * Va, ( # (a,, . . . , CQ,)* 3a A(al, . . . , ap, a))1
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= T. In particular,
v,,,=(

if we let n,, . . . , r~ be distinct

natural

numbers

such that

)fori=l,...,p,wefindthat

Let e be a p-place (external) neighbourhoodfunction
implies that for some a E Br,

ww,,. .

.7

such that e(w,, . . . , w,) # 0

V,.,) 5 IIA(T”~, . . . , q,, alI.

Let Z be the internationalization

of e (F = “compose

with e”). Then

[VW, * . * VW, @(WI,. . . , w,)#O-,3aEB~V~~EW~~~~vlppEW*
(#@I,.
To see this, choose

. .,P,)~A(P,,...,p,,a))D=T.

(*:)

wr, . . , w, E Ne

with e(w,, . . . , w,) # 0. Choose a E Z3r such
Then by Lemma 5.3.3, it holds for any
...,q, a)n.

that (V,.+, . . . , V,J c UA(q
p-tuple of distinct natural numbers m,, . . . , m, that

..~~,~(~~~)=U~~,E~,A...A~~E~~~

rG~(K.$*

cUA~,,
Hence (*) holds.
5.3.

Projection

. . . , %,n, 41

El

models

are Beth models

In the foregoing we have used the word ‘projection-model’
to refer to universes
of the form %” = cf(cz) ) fc &I}, where M is a subset of & and cx is a lawless
sequence or a sequence in a domain which satisfies the LS1 axioms. In this section
we give our own exposition of the fact that validity in such a projection model is
equivalent to constructive validity in a topological model over (formal) Baire
space (cf. [18], and the appendix to Cl]). By doing so, we hope to clarify the
remarks made in the introduction to Section 4, as well as to explain the relation
between the model presented in Section 5.2 and the appendix to [l].
As in Section 3, we restrict ourselves to the four sorted minimal language. As
formal language for the treatment of interpretations of this minimal language in
projection models we take the same language, but with the sort B, replaced by L
(for lawless sequences). We use (Y, p, y, . . . as variables of sort L. Moreover, we
add a constant & for the sort of continuous functions NN + NN with neighbourhoodfunctions
in K. As constructive metatheory for the treatment of Bethmodels we use the system IDB (cf. Section 3).
Let A(.sr, . . . , E,) be a formula in the minimal language, and let %? be a
projection model. %&”Il-ACf,(a), . . . , f,,(a)) expresses that A holds if we interpret
(a) the parameters sl, . . . , E, by fi(a), . . . , f,,(a) respectively (J E A&; (b) the sort
B, by 9Lu,,i.e. quantifiers over BC are interpreted as quantifiers over 021,; and (c)
the sorts B, and N by themselves. (So the satisfaction sign F is treated in the
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traditional Tarskian sense here, be it within the theory LS1, or within an
LS1-model).
We will write A” (fr, . . . , f,,) for the LS-formula
in the single
parameter
(Y of sort L which denotes
(11” !=A(fr(c~), . . . , f,,(a));
thus
A”cfi, . . . , f,) is obtained from A(al,. . . , E,) by substituting fi(cz) for Ei, i =
1 **> n, replacing bound variables E by suitably chosen f(a), and replacing the
qkantifiers Vs, 3~ by the corresponding Vf c&l, 3f E AJ. We say that a sentence A
holds in %y iff LS't-Va A".
The LS1-axioms provide a full explanation of universal lawless quantification
over formulas B(a), in which (Y is the only choice parameter, and in which no
quantifiers over L occur. This explanation proceeds along the same lines as the
explanation of quantification over choice sequences in CS (cf. Section 3.2), but
since we restrict ourselves to the explanation of universal quantifiers and avoid
nested quantification, there is no need for the explanation of 3ar, V~Y30, Va VP.
The main difference with the CS-explanation lies in the treatment of formulas of
the form Vcu(A(a) + B(a)). By open data in a single parameter, Va (A(a) -+
B(a)) is equivalent to Vu(Va E u A(a) +Va E u B(a)),
i.e., universal lawless
quantification is explained in terms of universal quantification over finite sequences and universal lawless quantification

over formulas of lower complexity.

The explanation leads to the following elimination
Vcv E u B(a), B(a) not containing lawless quantifiers:
T(V(Y E u f (ar)(n)=

m)

translation

for sentences

= Vu Eu f(a)(n) = m,

r(Va! E u (A(a)r\B(ar)))

=

r(Vcz E uA(cz))~r(Va!

~(VCXEU (A(a)vB(cx)))

= 3a~KVv

E uB(a)),

(auf0

+ (T(V(Y E u * v A(a))
v r(Vcx E u * v B(a))),
~(V(Y E u (A(o) *B(a)))

=

Vu (~(Vcz E u * v A(a))
+ T(V(Y E u * v B(a))),

4Va

E u VP A(a,

P))

=

Vp ~(tla! E u A(a, p)), p of a
lawlike sort,

r(Va 6 u 3~ A(a, P))

=

3UEKVV

+3pr(V(~~u

(av#O

*VA&~))).

The translation r defined here is just a fragment of the full elimination
translation for LS. T has the following property (cf. [18]):
(1) If B(a) is free of lawless quantifiers and lawless parameters other than CX,
then LS1l-(Var B(a) -W r(Vcx B(a))).
r(Va B(a)) is a formula of lawlike IDB (i.e. IDB with BL for B, K for M, K for
cts(B, B), and the LS’-axioms are conservative over IDB (in fact LS is conservative over IDB), so we also have
(2) If B(a) is a formula as in (1) above, then
LS’l-VcxB(cu)

iff

IDBl-r(VaB(a)).
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Now let A(E~, . . . , E,) be a formula in the CS-language.
is a formula in a single lawless parameter,
can apply the previous elimination
tively)
A(f,,

Then A”(f,,

without lawless quantifiers.

theorem to Va A”@,,

. . . , f,,)

Hence we

. . . , fn). Let us (sugges-

write uItA(f,,
. . . , f,,) for ~(tla E uA"(fl,
.. . ,f,)). The relation
. . . , f,) then satisfies the following equivalences (provable in IDB):
24IFf(n) = m

iff Va E &(a

u II-a(n) =m

iff

E u + f(a)(n)

= m),

an = rn (a of sort B&

uIFAAB

iff ull-AAuIFB,

uItAvB

iff

uItA+B

ull-

3a~KVv

iff Vv(u

(au#O-,(u*vI~Avu

* vll~A+u

ull-VpA(p)

iff Vpu#A(p),

u 113, A(p)

iff 3a E K Vu (avf

uIFVeA(&)

iff Vf~MulkA(f),

ull-~&A(E)

iff 3a~KVv

*vlFB)),

*UK-B),

0 --,3p

(av#O+3fEMu

u * v II-A(p)),

* VII-A(f)).

Inspection of these clauses shows that they are exactly the clauses defining
‘formal’ Beth-forcing
for the minimal language, formulated in the language of
lawlike IDB, where N, B,_ and K are interpreted by themselves and Bc is
interpreted as (the subsheaf of internal Baire space generated by) &f. The word
‘formal’ in this context refers to the fact that the clauses for v and 3 are
formulated in terms of existential quantification over K. The clauses are as for
forcing in sheaves over Baire space, but we do not mention points. We just talk
about finite sequences, and bars defined via K. In the absence of external bar
induction this is a sensible adaption: instead of BI we can now use induction over
unsecured sequences. The distinction between lawlike IDB and IDB itself is just a
matter of notation. Hence the elimination theorem for LS’ (properties (1) and (2)
above) yields the following theorem.
5.3.1.

Theorem. Let A(E~, . . . , E,) be a formula in the CS-language. Then 021” k
Acfl(cx), . . . ,f,,(a)),
i.e. LS’tVaA”Cf,,
. . . , f,), ifi it is provable in IDB that
A(f,, . . . , f,,) holds in sheaves over formal Bake space, where N is interpreted as
cts(B, N), B,_ as the sheaf generated by the constant functions B 4 B. K by the
sheaf generated by the constant functions
cts(B, B) generated by A4. •i

B +l6,

and B,

by the subsheaf

of

A simple application of this result is the following. Let &f be the set {id}. Let
V&A(a)
be an LS-sentence
without other lawless quantifiers. Then A(a) and
A”(id) are equivalent in LS1. So LS’l-VaA(a)
iff A(a) holds in sheaves over
formal Baire space, where (Y is interpreted as the generic element id. In this sense
lawless sequences are generic.
Another application is the one mentioned in the appendix to [l]: In [17] it is
shown that for &4= cf, : a - n * (a), ) n EN}, a$” is an LS-model, provably in
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LS1. Hence the sheaf generated by &4 is an LS-model over Baire space, provably
in IDB. One easily verifies that there is a homeomorphism h : B + T’, where T’ is
the product of all basic opens of Baire space (without repetitions),
be chosen in such a way that
LS-model

and that h can

fn 0 h-’ = 7~,. This is obviously the origin of the

in 5.2 above.
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